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Narrative has entered the lexicon of educational research both as an end product and 

as a methodology. At the same time, stories of teachers, students, and schools have altered 

the horizon of popular literature and culture. "Tetacher" has become one of the stock cultural 

archetypes that artists and politicïans depend on for cornrnon platforms of remembrance and 

public discourse. As educationai research embraces the social ambiguities and opportunities 

of narrative, discussions about how to audit and inflect such subjectivity have arisen. In 

particular, there are quandaries about acknowledging the dynamic boundaries of texts, as 

weU as agreeing on noms of research competaicy. 

The purpose of this inqujr is to investigate narrative educational research as a 

process built upon researcher beliefs, needs, and motivations. Through an examination of 

Bovs Thernse1ves: A Return to Sinele-Sex Education (1996), this study focuses attention 

on the linguistic and rhetorid frameworks implicit in participant obswation and the 

resulting research documents. Bovs Themselves tells the story of an esteemed independent 

boys' high school, and its headmaster's quest to aileviate a multitude of educational and 

societal Us. By way of elements of literary aiticism and charader development, the study 

explores the roles of journalism, fiction, ethnography, and autobiography in this story of 

schooling. 

Narrative Goes to School: Bovs Themselves as Educational Research is based on 

two research questions. Paraphrasing Carter's (1993) assertion that a narrative is "a theory 

of something" (p. 9) it asks, "what are the beliefs or needs that shape this narrative?" The 

second research question revisits Bruner's (1996) query, "what is gained and what is lost 

in narrative?" (p. 130). 

This inquiry concludes that researcher beliefs, needs, and motivations are a 

complex but hievitableaspect of all research acts and documents. As a close reading of 

Boys Themselves: A Return to Sinele-Sex Education (1996) demonstrates, narratives are 

texts of cultural significance, providing both losses and gains for researchers and readers. 
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Narrative Goes to Schwl 

Introduction 

This thesis has bem inspired by a sentence in Pinars Curriculum Theorizine: The 

Reconce~tualists, which says: "Ross Mooney talks of research as 'inner and outer drama", 

where the researcher's exmaice with himself has traditiondy been a search to pesait 

what is true rather than what is good" (1975, p. 178). The purpose of my inquïry is to 

investigate narrative educational research as a process built upon these beliefs, needs, and 

motivations. 

In this first chapter, 1 wiii survey contemporary narrative-oriented research in 

education and attempt to define some common themes and goals. 1 will conclude the 

chapter with several directive questions, hopefùily providing compelling reasons for my 

careful reading of an example of narrative as educational research. 

Customs within the mmmunity of educational researchers have been shifthg 

incrementally over the last decades. Rather than coilecting and measuring numeracy based 

data, educational research has tumed towards telling stories-about teachers, students, and 

cultural institutions. Namative researchers believe they "describe.. .lives, coliect stories of 

them, and write narratives of expience" in education (Comelly & Clandinin, 199 1, p. 

12 1). 

1s narrative just another way of presenting data, or a "world vieww (Barone 1992, 

p. 22), that affects how real people are seen and understood during their educational 

journey? Research in education is not alone in its pursuit of narrative, story, and the 

'linguistic tum" (Derrida, 1978, p. xiv). Narrative is an ubiquitous, interdisciplinary, 

theoretical starting point; pivotal to intellectual discussions h m  henneneutics to pst-  

structuralism. A selection of vocabularies have been developecl to describe this concept, 
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including rhetorical worlds (Fish, 1980), deconstnictioa (Dexrîda, 1978), language garnes 

(Ly otard, 1984), storytelling (Comelly & Clandinin, 1986, 1990, 199 l), non-fictional 

stories (Bamne, 1992), and moral stories (Naussbaurn, 1990). Each discipiinary language 

attempts to describe a simiiar phenornena; how human beings construct reality, th& 

identities, and gcwp oohesion through language Roblematizing these construds through a 

"linguistic hini" (Derrida, 1978, p. xiv) proposes transfarmation through language, and 

exposes tensions between disparate positions of the seif at play. 

Foliowing the lead of educational researchers themselves, 1 adopt the designation of 

narrative to refer to this heterogeneous body of scholarship; which crosses such disciplines 

as history, philosophy, soci010gy, anthropology, feminist theory, and Litedary criticism. 1 

mean narrative to include investigations of the practices through which educational inquiry 

is articulated and maintaineci in specific cultural coatexts, and extended into new contexts. 

As weU, I have deliberately chosen to speculate through the controvasial word "culture", 

for both its inclusiveness (as part of the social practices and linguistic traditions leading to 

the constitution of identities) and this tam's connotations of structures or spheres of 

rneaning. 

In using both culture and narrative as operating definers, 1 fed it is crucial to 

emphasize that they each rephrase and abbreviate important theoretical diffaences, 

including signficant scholarly work across the very boundaries 1 hope to articulate. In 

parîicular, 1 want to state that my aim is not to reify narrative as a formulait style, but rather 

to highiight some important issues by which it might define and reshape the terms of 

educational research. 

Whv is Narrative an Immrtant DeveIoprnent in Educational Research? 

In a pst-Derrida world, taken-for-gmnted categories and methods of data collection 

have become problematic; and so have taken-for-granted methods of representing the 

outcornes of educational research. Narrative is one of the strategies that researchers have 

employed to meet these challenges. 
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Many of the features inherent in the narrative approach to such gath-gs and 

presentations have becorne considedons for any subsequent interpretation of eduational 

experience. Seminal works iike Wiis's Leamhg to Labour (1977), McLaren's Schooling 

As a Ritual Performance (1986), Grumefs BitterMilk (1988), Kozol's Death at an Earlv 

Age (1967) and Sava~e IneQualities (199 1). have ai i  had an impaa on both the educational 

community and the public at large. Other volumes, such as Dryden's In Schwl(1995), 

have led to questions about the efficacy, validity, and legitimacy of narrative as both a 

methodology and as a rhetorical psotocol. 

Narrative approaches have focused attention on the epistemic importance of 

research pmctices and the linguistic fhneworks implicit in forms of presentation, as weli 

as the presence of conflict and negotiation in shaping the outmme of texts (White, 1980; 

Hillis-Miller, 11990). The thawing of disciplinary boundanes (Carter, 1993), and the 

permeability of what is "intemal" to education (Barone, 1992) have Likewise been 

emphasized in educational narratives. 

These texts have also been effective in teliing stories about the dilemmas of 

educational explorers. Narrative researchers Wre Conneliy and Clandinin (1986, 1990, 

199 l), often discuss accesing, respecting, and responding to the needs and desires of 

participants. In addition, Grumet (1988), Barone (1992), and Carter (1993) have 

foregrounded issues surroundhg the disîribution of completed research texts. 

Situating Narrative Awroaches to Educational Inciuiw 

At t his point, I want to introduce several d d p t i v e  vignettes to help situate the 

distinction between narrative as 1 visualize it in terms of educational research, and the 

literary, scientific, and philosophi&l traditions to which it is responding. 1 wiii continue 

with what 1 propose to be the a r e  theoretical issues that define narrative as a significant 

and distinctive field of educational inquiry. 
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Tracin& Narrative in the Social Sciences. 

My fist historical sketch recognizes the debt that narrative approaches in education 

owe to the social sciences. The "linguistic turn" @anda, 1978, p. xiv) not withstanding, 

narrative methods have evidmtly advanced into the culture of education through the use of 

anthropological and sociologicai techniques. Narrative research in education can arguably 

be positioned along a wntinuum that grows out of the importation of non-experimentai 

/observational procedures and theories from 0 t h  avenues of social research. Proponents 

of this effort kclude Sphàier (19551, and Bogdan and Biklen (1992). This theoretical 

stance is aligned with grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1%7), and socialiy 

constmaed models of reality (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). 

There has also been a trend towards the inclusion of field study and ethnographie 

approaches in educational research. Specific research methods have included Spradley's 

participant obsavation (1980), Atkinson's ethnography (19901, and the "thick description" 

popularized by Geetz (1973). Prior to this work, the use of experirnental methods and the 

study of leamers' psychology prevailed in educational research. With the inclusion of field- 

centred techniques, the educational researcher has b e a  able to remain pmdigmic while 

expanclkg on these psychological theories and experimental methods. The perspective of 

studying education mainly nom the horizon of experimentally-defhed and psychological 

factors fias been widened. 

The movement of this research direction continues to shift away from gathering data 

and building theory upon it. Interpretive spaces within educationai research now include 

action research (Carr, 1986), the critical theoq typified by Apple (1990), and Anyon 

(1981, 1984), as well as a diverse body of feminist theory expressed by writen such as 

Belenky and her colleagues (1986) and Lather (199 1). These perspectives all  attempt to 

employ educational research as inquj. into exposing idmlogical positions more than 

exercises in results verification. 
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Defining; E~istemoloev Thmuah Narrative: Narrative Knowing. 

Educational discourse has beai idormed by narrative both as an operating 

metaphor and structural fom since ancient times. Plato's remunting of Socrates, and 

Rousseau's E d e  (176211993) are both narrations of schooling. 

Howeva, the previousiy mentioned 'problematizatïon" of educationai research and 

the movement towards narrative as remedy is often supporteci through a philosophicai 

inquiry of language and human communication; as found in the thought of Habarnas 

(1972) and Rorty (1989), for example. It appears that this appeal to narrative has aiabled 

practitioners to link meaning making and Derrida's "linguistic tum" (1978, p. xiv) in 

educational contexts. 1 find that a reading of Jerome Bruner specificaiiy supports this 

possibiiity . 
Over the course of three works: Possible worlds: Actual rninds (1986), Aas of meanin~ 

(1990), and The culture of education (1996), Bruna cornes to describe the theones of 

knowledge that exempt multiple meanings h m  th& purview as paradigmic. He develops a 

belief in narrative as a mode of knowing that operates positively with inconsistency and 

contradiction. In Bruner's estimation, narrative is concerneci with how this brand of 

knowing could be embodied institutionally and culturally, and especially how deviations, 

or "breachesw (1996, p. 13 1) fkorn established noms and methods rnight be appropriately 

explaineci through "narrative knowing" (1996, p. 13 1). 

As early as 1986, Bnuier proposes two different ways of knowing or thinkllig 

which allow characteristic ways of construaing reality . He suggests that the two modaiities 

of thought t hat a n  not be reduced to one another without losing their unique qualities. As a 

result, these two ways of knowing are irreconcilable, in bah their functioning and in their 

verification criteria for the knowledge achieved Bruna (1986) distinguishes these two 

modalities of thought in cognitive t m s  to begin with, as "landscapes" (p. 14). In 1990, he 

is stiil attaching phy sicai and essentially individual criteria to a transactional meaning- But 

by the publication of The culture of eduçation in 1996, he has baldly caiied the modalities 

"paradigrnatic" and "narrativew or " metacognition" (p. 148). 
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The paradigmaticai or logïcai-scientifk modality attemps to be a mathematical, 

foxmal system of description and explmation. In mntrast, narrative thought is presented by 

Bruner as consisting of telling stories of oneself-to oneselfand to othexs. By telling these 

stories he would have us "maLing sense of..expaiencesW (19%, p. 130), with the 

construction of meaning arising h m  the account, plus a continwus actuahation of the 

story entitled narrative plot. Meaning and knowledge have blended in Bruner's estimation, 

through the reflexivity and representation of narrative. 

Kinds of understancihg or modes of knowing are themes resonant in the work of 

other narratively onented researchers. Elbaz-Luwisch also sees nanative as more than a 

collection or presentation method. According to her too, it lads to knowing through 

linguistic means. She says that uthe search for a different kind of knowledge, knowledge 

that empowers rather than making possible prediaion and controt, is a significant 

reconceptualization of the purpose of educational research" (1997, p. 78). 

As previously mentioned, Bruner has posited that this difference is rooted in 

language based meaning making. Extending this vista, McEwan (1997), also argues that 

there has been dramatic shift in emphasis, m v e ,  and purpose in educational research; 

causing "a fundamental aiteration in basic research values, and in the language of researchw 

(p. 86). These narrative practitioners appear to be denying distinctions between the 

imagination, reasoning, and the evidence usually viewed as criteria of knowing. For them 

narrative seems to include the biographical and socizl factors that were previously exciuded 

h m  epistemological reflection. In this way, researchers employing narrative inquky seem 

to want to say why something is the way it is, not just that it is that way. This treatment of 

problematized educational inquiry appears to me to be a cultural formation; one that oui be 

understood through an examination of the resources its voices draw upon, and the 

situations to which it responds A text that makes a claim to "why" knowledge pleads for 

belief through a nanative that originates in experiaicc and then moves nom experimce to a 

support of its daims. Following this train of thought, knowing through a text becornes 

belief supporteci, justifid, and sustained through relationships that reflecî human 

experience. 
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Definina Narrative bv Political Stance. 

My third vignette ponders the reîationship between nanative approaches to 

educational inquiry and a critical stance within the educational community. 

Contemporary narrative dws not appear to be an unproblematic set of procedures 

for data collection; the narrative e n t e s e  carries with it connotations of theoreîical, 

epistemological and ethical controversy. The modem corpus of research involving 

ideologicai treatmaits of students, teachers, and educational experieaces (especialiy 

conceniuig gender, povexty, and racial inequality) represents a large number of nanative 

texts. The works of Kozol and W i s  are exemplars of a far-reaching discussion of 

inequalities in contemporacy education. Indeed, narrative in the hands of educational 

researchers is vey ofien the story of Bruner's "breached noms" (1996, p. 131). A tight 

relationship between accessibility (both avaüability and a vemacular voice) and effecting 

social change (as a result of reading) is addressed by Barone when he speaks of narrative 

researchas as public educators (1992, p. 22). AS such, narrative approaches to educational 

inqujr are apparently Stuated not oniy in the aforernentioned "linguistic turnw (Demida, 

1978, p. xiv) and its histoncal, philosophical, and social scientific interpreiations, but also 

to the history, the culture, and politicai struggles over the right to know. 

Narrative as a Practitioners Tool 

By situating narrative approaches to educational knowledge in these three ways, I 

have tried to emphasize their affinity with aucial aspects in the culture of huentieth-cenniry 

education. 1 would now iike to focus the distinctive contributions of narrative to 

understanding educational experiences. 

Commentaries, analyses, and criticisms of narrative approaches to educational 

research include introâuctory and explanatory Wntings like those of Comeiiy and 

Clandinin (1986, 1990, 199 l), personal reportages such as B e  Milk: women and 
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teaching by Gamet (1988) and the self examinations of van Manen (L99û). Authors Ure 

Barone (1992), Hamstein-Smith (1980) and Carter (1993) are criticai, in an attemp to 

refine and advance narrative in educational milieus. Historiaos such as White (1980), 

ethnographers Wre Atkinson (1990) and literary theorists such as Hillis-Miller ( W O )  ail 

offer analyses that add a unique -va 

A brief glana at these scholars' work demonstrates that this is not a homogeneous 

group: they have deep theoretical, merhodologicai, and politid diffaences. Given that 

narrative approacha to educationai knowledge are both diverse and contested, there is 

something artificial about attributhg to them a common picture of educational work. Yet 

there there are consideatons that have narrowed my lia, and provide its coherence. 

Somewhat ironicaliy, 1 propose a number of criteria for the holistic concept of narrative as 

suggested by these respacted and oft-published practitionen. 

The Particdars of Narrative. 

It seems that the interest narrative has evoked proceeds h m  a non-empincai, 

constnidivist, or postmodan point of view, which mnsiders the influence of human 

experïence on perception as a fundamental tenet. A mmmon thread in these w r i ~ g s  is the 

belief that humans are storytelling beings who lead individually and socially storied lives 

(Connelly & Clanciinin, 1986,1990,1991; Elbaz-Luwisch, 1997; van Manen, 1990).This 

translates into a rationale for inquùy by way of narrative as a study of the ways humaas 

expexience the world-These writets suggest that research is the construction and 

reconstruction of persona1 and social stories, where aiî of the play ers are both storytellers 

and characters in their own and other's stories. For instance, van Manen (1990), 

detemiines that narrative inquiry '..is collected by lived expmïaice and recoiiects lived 

experience" (p. 27). He also directs the inquirer to ground the analysis of data inside rather 

than outside the personal in saying' 'we check this to know that one's own experiences are 

also the possible experiences of others" (1990, p. 54). 

These authors agree that nanative offers an expression of reaiity whose sufficiency 
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is regdated by convention and bdidinstead of empirical confirmation and logid 

necessity . In theV eyes, narrative operates on the criteria of credibility (verigmilitude), in 

order to produce a document that tells something not known before, in a way that is 

accessible to a reader. A&wa states that "thae is the paspective of everyday discourse 

on the natural or social wald.. "(1990, p. 39) in nanative. Vexisimilitude in the han& of 

van Manen, Clandinin and ConneUy, and 0th- r w  Atkinson's focus on the everyday 

in their attempts to show experiences in a moreauthentic way. 

Also implicit in Atkinson's d&ermination of 'everyday" (1990, p. 39) is an 

attention to detail that creates a plausible story. Since generalizable validity is not viewed as 

a criteria of justification in narrative, there is a need for specifics, 'meticulously daailed 

obseivationsn, as Barone calls them (1992, p. 18). Authenticity is noted by van 

Manen(1990) as being the produa of "a theory of the unique"@. 7). Apparency and 

plausibility are also tid to this plethora of details Barone (1992), quotes Langer in 

speaking about "semblance" and 'shaped apparition of a new human experiencew @. 19). 

The inquirer strives fa derence and unity by way of both a multitude of particulars that 

serve as a reader's reference to reliability, and a textual completeness which is satisfying in 

its ability to communicate intmtionality. 

There is also a criteria of cause and effect rooted in a defined sequence of events, or 

chronology in narrative fams of educational research. Narrative accounts are expected to 

have a beguuiing, a middle, and an end; but as White identifies, this is justified internally as 

"an order of meanïng" (1980, p. 5)  ratha than particularly by sequence. Barone (1992), 

describes this ordering as "a different kind of textual plottingw (p. 20), which is not logical - 

or linear. 

Finally, these inquiras seem to be inferring that nanative invoIves an investigation 

identifiable with a result based on persuasion. Connelly and ~l&dinin are confortable with 

an agenda for narrative inquiry which catches a reader's attention through the 'interesting 

and invitational ... informing like an old gossipn (199 1, pp. 136 - 137). Nanative is 

understood by them to different than some other mahods of apparently objective 

description in its foregroundiog of interpretation as a technique of understanding. As 
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Atkinson (1990), and mmy othas point out, "tacit lcnowledge" of the "infkrences" 

provided by the inquiry are the 'culturally available ways of doing and recognizhg such 

descriptions" (p. 41-42) for the individuals who are presented in the narrative mode. 

Why Do We Need More Stories? 

Even as 1 have suggested that the narrative approach to educational research has 

been an innovation with wide repercussioos, this proposition is not untroubled. As Hillis 

Miller asks, " why do we alway s need more stories?" (1990, p. 72). Practitioners voice 

signifiant common themes in their reasons for describing and defining educational 

knowledge through narrative. They suggest they want stories (and more stories) because 

they need: different modes of language, a different relationship behween researcher and 

subject, access to Life worlds and culture in a concrete manner, clarification of realism, 

authenticity and value, and techniques to influence readers. 

Different Modes of Langua~e. 

1 maintain that narrative approaches to educationai inquiry appeal to researchers as 

an antidote to the isolation of educational communities h m  other social groups and cultural 

practices. As most of those writers 1 have cited point out, the educational research tradition 

has often followed the sciences in this respect, emphasiring the special interests that 

comtitute the shared beliefs, values, and concems of educational communities. Barone 

(1992) and Elbaz-Luwisch (1997) provocatively suggest that narrative effectively 

destabilws any distinction betwem what is "inside" and "outsiden of education. 1 can 

postulate that these boundaries between education and saciety have always been porous; 

but at this point 1 will emphasize the manner in which educational work partaices of the 

culture outside. This movement involves new and different linguistic tools (vocatbulq, 

metaphors, and analogies) as weli as material and financial resources 
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Techniaues to Influence Readers. 

This weakening of cultural and disciplinary boundaries is visible as a redisclosure 

of formations of language iike rhetoric. Rhetoric has become recognized as cenaal to 

research acts and texts by many of the mearcbers 1 have identifid, including Atkuison, 

(1990); Barone, (1992); Connelly and Clandinin, (1986, 1990, 199 1); Fish, (1980); and 

Latha, (199 1). The classical roots of the theory and practice of rhetoric were 

argumentation and persuasion. Over tirne, distinctions between rhetoric and logic came to 

represent a void between these two methods of reasoning; so that science, reason, logic, 

and methods of evidence eventually were seen as opposing rhaoric, aesthetics, and 

persuasion. The separation of rhetoric fiom logic in the creation of modem disciplinary 

knowledge cornesponds to other entrenched separations and dichotomies. It estabiishes the 

possibility of an obsenrer armed with a neutral language of observation, and thus allows 

for distinctions between that observer and hidher observed. 

The work of authors such as White (1980) and Grumet (1988) have related this 

weakening of cultural boundaries by way of narrative within an ideological Perspeaive. 

White (1980) discusses way s in w hich traditional historical texts have a privileging effect, 

so that the persons and events who have been represented have been reduced to the objects 

of a dominating discourse. This privüeged position of observer-author has also been 

questioned through the mechanism of ferninist thwry. A vimially identical set of issues oui 

be  described for the encounters of Grumet (1988), and Connelly and Clandinin (1986, 

1990, 199 l), and their hopes that nanative aliows them to avoid privileged representation. 

Implicit in the use of rhetoric is the possibility of penuasion. A common theme for 

narrative practitioners is the extension of both accessibility for readers and explicit author 

voice into the presentation of research. Barone (1992) discusses the accessibiüty of data to 

readers as the ciifference between "writerly" and "readerly" texts in the Barthian language of 

literary criticism (p. 19). The creation of an aestheeic experience for the audience appears to 

offer these wntgs a way to attraa, to compel, and to "coaxw (Barone, 1992, p. 22) their 

feliow citizens. He aIso states some of the possible political outcornes of rhetoricai 
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persuasion; by accepting a "redescription of social phenornena" he hopes to make readers 

change their minds and takeat Ieast mental action (1992, p. 21). 

A Different Relationshi~ Between Researcher and Particimnt. 

Secondly, practitioners want more stories in order to avoid the idea that there is a 

hierarchy of worth; in pasons or content, that research must aspire to. As a result this body 

of work saves as a way to make the researcherlsubject relationship rotate from a vertical to 

a horizontal line of connedion. ComeiIy and Clanninin (1991), describe this as i process 

of collaboration involving mutual story t e h g  and restorying" (p. 127). They define 

narrative as a form of inqujr in which the researcher entas into the participant's 'sphere of 

experieace" in a manner which is =an interpenetration" @. 125). For van Manen (1990), 

narrative research is 'the cultivation of one's being" @. 8). His implication is that suice 

narrative offas a possibiiity of equal and reciprocal inquhy practice, a researcher oui view 

oneself as collaborative and "tactful" @. 1 1). 

Conndy and Clandinin (1986, 1990, 199 1). address the relationship benmen 

participant and researcher fiom an overtiy feminist perspective. They suggest that reflexive, 

self-critical attitudes are particularly characteristic of femlliist thought. Feminism through 

the eyes of Clandinin and Connelly, Carter, van Manen, Grumet and others alI encwage 

an examination of power and powerlessness, and the mutual obligations of researcher and 

researched. 

Clandinin and ConneIly also emphasize that the political stance within nanative- 

oriented educational practice involves many of its identifiable features. niese include; the 

scale, location, and accessibility of its objects of inquixy to their own data; their power to 

change and CO-produce the data; the relations between theory and experïmental or 

observational practice; the relative importance of description, explmation and interpretation 

in narrative, and the character and significance of the research's engagement with otha 

culturai practices. 
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Access to Life Worlds and Culture in a Concrete Uanner. 

These political tendencies of narrative mntribute to a third ingredient suggested for 

its attractiveness. One of the most important elements of the research iatus quo natrative 

researchers oppose is an explanatory stance toward educational inquiry. Traditional 

educational research t y p i d y  presents itseif as an explanatory social science, which can 

account fully for the epistemic outcornes of ducational practices. According to narrativists 

such as Elbaz - Luwisch (1997) and Grumet (1988), the need to account for the 

phenornena in tenns ofa theory's explanatory concepts suppresses the differences and the 

humanity among the people and events being explained. For example, sociaVnarrative 

explanations are not presented as explanations that rnay beappropriated and adapted by 

others in narrative forms of educational research. in this way, those with a narrative 

orientation a r e o h  concemed with the utility of what paradigmic studies take as an 

unproblematic reality. Narrative approaches to educational inquiry insist upon the 

phenomenological, concrete, and discursive character of educational practie. Bruner 

(1986), calls on Rorty in describing his frustrations with the manner in which educational 

inquiry is often discussed; as if it were a body of autonomous ideas separate h m  the 

concrete and instrumental practices through which it was established (p. 13). Narrative 

researchers such as van Manen (1990) prefer to emphasize the importance of specific 

people and places, utilizing their skills and techniques in shaping the sense and significance 

of specific knowledge. This intertwining of herrneneutics with cuItural mnstmctions of sex 

and gender has been very infiuential in the endorsement of narrative approaches to 

educational inquhy. 

Clanfication of Realisrn, Authenticitv. and Value. 

Researchas using narrative also appear to seek a way to invert the existing 

questions of realisrn and tnith. The historical and sty listic continuities with so-caiied 

realistic texts have been well documentai (Tallis, 1988; Atkinson, 1990; Barone, 1992). In 
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particular, Barone (1992) and van Manen (1990) identQ r d s m  as the dominant modeof 

representation in educational research, and they note reaiism's penchant for a detached, 

omnipotent, and distant voice They see realism as presented h m  the point of view of 

impartial authorship; where the narrator's point of view is the dominant, or only one. This 

voice semes as the criteria ofauthoritative reportage. As both a styleand a colleaion of 

Literary devioes, proponents of narrative believe such reaiism is centrai our culturai history 

of "truet', authoritative accounts and representations Despite a histoncal tendency towards 

this realistic approach, it is not clear to narrative researchen that realism is the best way to 

produce accounts of educational worlds They contest this realistic represen6tion of social 

reality . 
Educationd researchers who favour narrative acknowledge the complexïty of social 

life and its coilective representations. They also believe in the constitutive natureof 

language; that language use aeates and constructs social reaiity. The conventions of realism 

are founded on a very different treatment of language, as reaiism has historkaily 

encouraged little or no concan for the language of representation itself, and assumes that 

language is a taken-for-granted asset. Bruner (1986) asks 'how is reaiity rendered 

subjunctive by language?" @. 29), and responds that readers are ''rewriting the story" (p. 

39) according to their own knowledge and needs. In this way narrative seems to be 

offering practitioners a negotiated state, which does not respond to oxthodox questions 

about what is red. Narrative researchers appear to endorse neither the universal defenses of 

principles often put forward by philosophers, nor the attempt by traditional research stances 

to describe how educationai inquiry is articulated in cultural contexts, while bracketing or 

retativizing any critical assessrnent of it. 

Narrative also appears to attempt to subvert questions about whether research can (or 

ought) to attempt value neutrality. In this chapter's preamble, 1 quoted Mooney as saying 

research has "been a search to present what is true ratha than what is goodU(cited in Pinar, 

1997, p. 178). Many pracîitioners of narrative as educational research wrestle with this 

dilemma. Discussions around the question of value neutrality can fk the concept of value in 

the same manner those about realism attempt to reiQ tnith. Questions about such 
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auîhenticity inevitably devolve into multiple questions about signifiouice, relevance, 

inteliigibility, or burdens of proof. SimilatIy, B m a  (1996) has posited that the question 

of value-neutraiity is not one question but many; for himseïfand his audience (p. 141). 

Bruner and others appear to desire a stronger reflexive sense of their own cultural and 

political engagement, and typically Q not avoid epistemic or political criticism. Thqr seexn 

to find normative issues inevitably at stalce in e d u c a t i d  research. 

The problems of authenticity, reality, and representation in educational texts loom as 

simultanaously moral and epistemologicai. In fact, 1 wonda if these issues of 

representation do not highlight the extent to which the ethicai and the meth0doIogica.l issues 

in narrative are inextricably linked 

Compelline Reasons To Inauire Into Narrative 

Although we have seen that a number of thoughtfbl and respectai authors have 

engaged with narrative approaches to educational inquiry, there are challenges inherent in 

this embrace. Barone (1992), White (l98O), Carter (1993), and Hermstein-Smith (1980), 

have ali  raised concens about the goals of explainhg knowledge through a narrative leas, 

the opposition betweai descriptive, paradigmic, and normative approaches, and the vay 

intelligibility of the questions that narrative interpreâations of knowing are supposed to 

answer. I was struck by Carter's (1993) assertion that a story "is a theory of somethuig" 

(p. 9). She offers fresh criteria for the interpretation of narrative as research, and proposes 

that there is an inevitable evolution towards generalization in theresultant texts. Barone 

(1992) also questions, introducing thoughts of relative value with considerations of 

"quality control" (p. 2 1). But others; like McEwan and Egan, are fin in their belief that 

narrative offers a step forward "not jus  facts or ideas or theocies, or even dreams, fears, 

and hopes, but in facts theories and dreams h m  the perspective of somwne's life and in 

the context of someone's emotionsw (1995, viii). Even those generally agreed upon 

qualities (such as verisimilitude and multiple perspectives), are debated by both narrative's 

opponents and proponents. 
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As w&, researchas who espouse a human science point of view in opposition to 

scientific or paradigrnatic approaches have created an abundance of thorny questions. Of 

particuiar interest is Bruods (1996) qyestion; "what is gained and what is lost in 

narrative?" (p. 130) Traditional researcii coiïeaion and presentation mahods appear 

susceptible to a role as poor reflections of the life tbat was always there. The pr6occupation 

within narrative is for more intimate, honest, and t h a e f i  more legitimate Uiformation; but 

according to who's measure? I rauni to Carter (1993), who postulates "narrative is a 

theory of something" @. 9). I therefore wonda if value has a place within interpretive 

practices in educational research, in conjunction with questions of authenticity. 

In particular I question wheiher the role of rhaoric has been ckar in the stnicturing 

of narrative as a presentation of educationai inquiry. The emergence of narrative as a mode 

of research within the public sphere has focused attention on the linguistic framewarks 

implicit in this form of presentation. Authors such as White (1980) and Graham (1995) 

daim that narratives are fundamentaiiy rheiorical in that they are expressions directexi 

toward an audience with a speafic purpose. According to Bamne (1992), nanative ailows 

access to the public with fewer human intemdianes. This direct h e  of contact between 

the inquirer and the public raises the possibility of acts of mass persuasion by way of the 

"nonflctional educational story" (p. 17). 

1 also find purpose or motivation related to rkîorîc in narrative approaches to 

educational inquiry. Barone States that narrative seduces educational researchers because 

they have purposes which are unique in relation to say, the social sciences. He says 

"understanding" and "emancipation" are goals for practitioners of narrative, and appeals to 

Habermas in claiming that moral p u a s i o n  is its Mrnary purpose(l992, p. 20). But 

perhaps, narrative is favoured by researchers because they can insert more of themselves 

into the results, and therefore feel more sure that wbat they see as important is conveyed to 

the reader. 
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Research Ouestions 

A superficial glossing of the concems r a i d  by these theorists suggests that 

narrative research texts are inaccurate and lacking in method Ya 1 finci that these writen 

are not advocating a dismissal of arefiil and deliberate methods of creating and expressing 

such "lived experiaice" (van Manen, 1990, p. 27). On the con-, this tumult around 

narrative allows me to "problematize" such research texts. From my reading, I identify 

critical spaces for myself within the ostensible contest arouud meaning and the struggle to 

establish credibility. In this thesis, I am seeking a framework for placing these concerus 

about meaning and credibility into a perspective based on undentanding. The concept of 

subjective researcher purpose as sketched by Barone, and the related goals of 

understanding (van Manen, 1990) and belief (Hillis Miller, 1990; White, 1980) are my 

pnmary & j a s  of analysis. 

1 wiil construct this thesis around two questions. My fïrst rephrases Caner (1993), 

as she asks if a story is "a theary of something" (p. 9). 1 will take a single example of 

narrative as educational research and ask "what are the beliefs or needs that shape this 

narrative?" In this way 1 will inquire about whether a narrative researcher is a theorist- 

defined as someone who formulates a principle which shehe proves through story. 

1 take my second question "what is gained and what is lost in narrative?" from 

Jerome Bruner (1996, p. 130). In Brunefs speculation about rewards and deficits 1 read 

grounds for a discussion about what the persuasive boundaries are in a text beyond whsh, 

it stops being accessible-"thick" (Geertz, 1973) to its reader, and becomes uninformative 

about the events and persons it addresses. 

A Meîhodolow of Tnterpretation 

1 propose to offer an account of the intentional act of a researcher, and the 

relationship of his intendeci audience to this a d  of research and representing. 1 believe that 

the interpretation of a single example of narrative has the potential to deepen and extend 

insight into "what's gained and lost in narrativew (Bniner, 1996, p. 130). 
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Although henneneutics and exegesis have a long history, my inquiry through whaî 

Phelan and Rabinowitz (1994) label as "undastanding of undeniandingw (p. 2) does not 

immediately bring to mind a toolbox of devices and strategies. Aner much thought, 1 have 

identifieci a tradition of analysis that 1 feel is appropriate to a study of research and 

representation. In this thesis, 1 will se& to connect narrative research in education to 

aspects of literary criticism. My strategy is based on the belief that narrative could benefit 

fkom a set of interpretive Lenses that foais on its f3st principle-that of understanding. In 

particular, this approach aiiows a search for authenticity found in Gtrter's question of 

narrative as "a theory of something" (Carter, 1993, p. 9) without an automatic turn to 

empincal research methods and fïndings. 

Some of the fkameworks and techniques of literary criticism can help expand both 

the conceptual and practical domains of narrative research, by senring as a foundation for 

inquiry. Specifically, the rhetorical analyses of audience, purpose, and character found in 

reader response approaches to criticism appear promishg for this project. These critical 

lenses function through close readings of elements Wre causality, plot construction, and 

point of view, to name just a few. 1 Itend to approach this inquiry through an examination 

of the characterdparticipants in a 'non fictional educational story " (Barone, 1992, p. 17). 

Although description of the phy sical smundings provide essential context, it is the people 

that matter in narrative. As such, character depiction seems to me the flash point around 

authenticity (meaning and credibility) in this debate. These eiements of literary criticism 

offer me an understanding of character based on established narrativediscourse elements; 

vensirnilitude, emphasis, and tension. 

Finaiiy, my methodology of intetpretation will draw on the manner in which 

cultural studies exposes culture in action, as 1 re-read a text through the codes, aesthetics, 

and motives controllhg society. 1 am directed by Lyotard's discussion of narrative's 

embedded legitimation, where heattaches individuals to social tales: 

There is, then an incommensurability between popular narrative 

pragmatics, which provides irnmediate legitimation, and the 
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language game known as the question of legitima cy.... 

Narratives. ..determine criteria of cornpetence andor iiïustrate 

how they are to be applied. They thus define what has the right to 

be said and done in the culture in question, and since thqr are 

themselves a part of that culture, they are legitimated by the simple 

fact that they do what they do (cited in Rorty, 1991, p. 164). 
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Chapter Two 

What is an Educational Story? 

In the first chapter of ihis thesis, 1 survey the expert opinions of commentators on 

the status of narrative in contemporary educational research. In this second chapta, I focus 

m y  inqujr on a problem of understanding; about how these ait& and expectations of 

narrative apply to a particuiar story as narrative research. 

The aim of interpretation is understanding, and 1 see one way to achieve 

understanding as tatual analysïs. 1 believe the interpretation of a single example of 

narrative that asks "what are the beiiefs or needs that shape this particular narrative?", has 

the potential to deepen and extend insight into Brunefs (1996) larger question of 'what's 

gained and lost in narrativew (p. 130). 1 shaU argue that in order to understand "lived 

experience" (van Manen, 1990, p. 27) in an educational milieu, such a narrative needs to be 

reconsidered and reexamined frorn a stance that links Lyotard's "question of legitimacy" 

(Lyotard, cited in Rorty, 1991, p. 164), and "breached nomsw within the story (Bruner, 

1996, p. 13 l), to a particular author's appeal to "trust" (Barme, 1995, p. 63 ) and 

authenticity. At this point in my process, 1 speculate that 1 am examining the rde of 

narrative researcher as theorist (Carter, 1993)-defineci as someone who fomiulates a 

principle which shehe prova through story. 

What is an Educational Storv? 

The apparentiy simple act of selecting a namitive text for study has provided me 

with a springboard to rny research question, 'what's gained and lost in narrativew (Brunet, 

1996, p. 130). My k t  ta& is to situate the comprehensive notion of nmtive in an 

educational context. By clarifjing the t a m  educational in relation to narrative, I ensure that 

I will "problematize" a text ostensibly designed to express "lived experience" (Mn Manen, 

1990, p. 27) as educational research. 
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What is an educational story? Cenauily, such a narrative takes an individual reader 

away to a new place, introduces charaders that the reader oui i d m m  with, and reveais a 

situation that the characters in the story must deal with. In this way an educationd story 

spurs on a voyage of imagination into an existence that is at the same time different and 

cornmon to our own. 

I find that such stones also have an instructive or argument dimension-they are the 

way in which individuais make sense of the amorphous mass of inforrnation each person 

receives. An educationai narrative paforms this instructive fùnction in helping a reader 

interpret and synthesize this information into sornething meaningful. As a holistic 

embodirnent of culhire, educational narrative permits a reader to undastand the present, the 

past, and the hiture in a unique way. 

To understand an educational narrative in this mannez is to resist a reductive urge: 

one that c a t e g o k  or labels texts instead of describing or interpreting them. A narzative of 

education does not appear as an unchanging and pure form in the Platonic sensc Rather, it 

is an axis where gare,  metaphor, and language milide with "situation, conflict or obs- 

motive, and causality" (Carter, 1993, p. 7). When definhg educational narratives as those 

that are instructive, 1 ascetain that what is educational has blurred into genres previously 

considered merdy informative or entcltaining. A consequence of this pgspe*ive is 

acceptance of a multitude of sources for an educational story. In particular, the decreased 

isolation between what is "interesting" (Kidder, cited in Othis, 1998, p. 1) and what is of 

"critical significanceu (Barone, 1995, p. 64) has lead to texts charactehed by their 

interaction with disparate genres and theoreticai repertoires 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, I have discovered that this instructive perspective for 

educational nanative is usually combineci with a focus on the portraits of individuals within 

formal schooling environments. For instance, Barone cab a 'nonfictional educational 

story " (Barone, 1992, p. 17) that which tells "stories about schoolpenple" (1995, p. 64). 

Carter describes educationai narrative as a "rhetorical device for expressing sentiments 

about teachers or ondidates for the teaching profasion" (Carter, 1993, p. 5). 1 am 

discornfited by this "bracketingw (Husserl, 1970) of ail cultural testimony that features 
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teachas, students, and schml buildings as ducational. my studies, 1 have been 

instniaed by texts with no mention of schooling, and y e  have searched in vain for insight 

within works that transpired completely in a c b m  context. Howwer, in of a lack 

of otha k e d  criteria to apply to the d g m a  of "wbt is an educational narrative?" 1 rernind 

myself that it is the p w l e  that matter in narrative, and 1 commit to inteqxeting a t a  that 

tells "stories about schoolpeople" (Barone, 1995, p. 64). 

As well, educational nadives are aistomarily assumai to be a product ofresearch. 

My search begins by pursuing an artifact of a classroom based study, perhaps published in 

a scholarly journal or a university based press. But what constiîutes research and its 

products? Acwrding to Geertz, research pmiucts "tend to i d  at least as much îike 

romances as they do like lab reportsw (1988, p. 8). Wh&= the recent proliferation of 

research representation genres is the resdt of intaitional textual techniques by 

postmodemists, or an intrinsic consequaice of a movement toward "lived ex@encew (van 

Manen, 1990, p. 27) by way of participant-obs~yation, a wide range of genres now 

include "stories about schodpeople" (Barone, 1995, p. 64). The vast majority of 

educational narratives referenced by narrative thmrists are in fact m e n  by authors who 

identis themselves as either joumalists or ethnographers. 

Typicaliy, the adivities of the educational researcher centre around three 

fundamentals; formuig research questions, morming and analyzing field-work, and 

writing the research report. Van Maanen encourages a blurring into aesthetic and lit- 

activities, as a way of legitimating narrative f m s  of inquiry (1988). Mormver, Van 

Maanen has also directeci me to a story whose purpose: 

... is to keep the audience alen and interested. Unusud phrasings, 

fresh allusions, rich language, cognitive and emotional 

stimulation, puns and quick jolis to the imagination are a l i  

characteristic of the good taie (Van Maanen, 1988, pp. 105-106). 

In the same vein, Barone (1995) suggests an "artful" (p. 67) text, which 
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foregrounds the practice of ernbracing re~eaccher voice as part of research reports. 

Confessional Tales 

One form of educational narrative that spealrs to my research questions is 

designateci as a "confessional talen by Van Maanen (1988, p. 75). He describes research 

reports that are identifieci by "their highly personalized styles' (1988, p. 73, which 

emphasize the subjedivity of the researchedauthor. These mnf&oLliil tex& often feature 

"a foxy charader" (1988, p.%), in the form of the author. Van Manen daims the 

"confessional tale... begins with the explicit examination of one's own preconceptions, 

biases, and motives, moving forward in a dialectical fiuhion toward understanding by way 

of continuous dialogue betwcei the i n t a g a a  and the intapetedm (1988, p. 93). The 

focus is on the researcher's life, whae helshe reveals frailties and failures as a way of 

building an empathetic penonality within theh texniai construction. 

In "confessional talesR, the ethnographer also broeches the dilemma of scholars 

who try to capture the "lived experience" (van Manen, 1990, p. 27) of any place and time 

(including schooling and tachas) in a t a .  Through a mixture of more classical research 

methodologies and Iitaary dbilities, "the foxy character" (Van Maanen, 1988, p. 76) 

selects "specific techniques [which] achieve a blurring between faa and fiction. The goal is 

of achieving just the right amount of b l h g  to arrange ethnographie faas into a story 

without denying the story's fadual foun&tionN (Geertz, 1983, p. 9), and attract and seduce 

a reader as much as to present data. In these confessional tales, the layerhg of participant 

and researcher exptzimces departs h m  objectivity in a conscious manner. 

Van Maanen (1988) also points out a related truism of such confessional tales; that 

"the confasional is apparently interesthg only insofhr as thcre is something of note to 

confess, as weU as something of note to situate the confession .... authors of unknown 

studies wiil rare1y find an audience who cares to read their confession" @. 81). Of great 

interest to me is the manner in which these confessional tales aiiow the reader to relate to 

events both through the eyes of the author and from the perspective of othes within the 
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culture. 

In expanding M e r  on the notion that doing ethnography is part of the researchds 

biography, Demin (1989) suggests that interpretive inquiry is unavoidably linked to an 

author/researcherfs own tale. He instmcts: "only you can write your experiences. No one 

else can write them for you. No one e1se can &te them better than you cm. What you 

write is important" (Denzin, 1989, p. 12). It seems apparent that Denzin's view of 

interpretive inquiry not only aliows for researcher subjecîivity, it demands it. From this 

perspective, the identifiable veneer of any educational text is the narration of the researcher. 

New Journalism 

Both Van Maanen and Denzin seem to be promoting a retreat h m  objectivity in 

educational narratives. Why then, are so many of these texts written by journalists, who are 

reputed to be unbiased and dispassionate? For reasons L suspect relate to my research 

questions, j o u d s r n  has in fact re-orienteci itself in the same manner as ethnography. 

S ince the mid 1960's, Tom Wolfe and other (usually Amaican) joumalist s have 

been known for a genre d e d  "new joumalism" (Wolfe 1973, p. 3 1) that departs fiom 

objectivity in a conscious manner. From a technical perspective, new/participatory 

joumalism is non-fictional writing that embraces literary methods. The innovation 

suggested by the label of new (or participatory) joumalism acknowledges an author who 

reflexively participates in the story, and then incorporates herself into the text Before the 

onset of this genre, extemaliy focused non-fiction was a feature of standard scientific or 

news articles, and was considered either a transparent carrier for information or a 

disposable commodiîy. In contrast, the Literary wnting found in poems and novels has been 

seen as more subjective, reflexive, and interior focused. Of course, the realistic genres of 

autobiography and memoir writing have partaken of many of the approaches and devices of 

the literary, including the use of dialogue, the creation of dramatic scenes, and an emphasis 

on character; despite a general assumption of objedivity. In The New loumalism, Tom 

Woife, describes four devices that characterize new journalistic writing: scene by scene 
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construction, rroordîng dialogue as if it were vebatîm, third-person point of view, and the 

detailing of everyday practices and styles (1973, pp. 3 1-32). For PZimpton, the author of 

the new joumalism classic, Pawr Lion (lm, "participatory joumalism means you 

actually becorne your story " (PLimpton, 1998). 

Although rhetoricai criteria does define how new jounialism looks, it seems to me 

that the deep clifference betweai participatory or new joumalism and the old f-s is the 

concept of the "right to knoww-an ideological principle found in our place and time. The 

public, which traditionaiiy played a passive role as readms, is regarded as the motivata for 

the production of participtory, values-laden joumaIism. As a represmtative of the public 

(rather than as expert) the new jomalist is a means of transmitting and contourhg a whole 

cultural system (White, 1980). Just as White discusses how narrative drives history into a 

publicly accessible location, the sarne impetus allows the mnternporary public an 

opportunity to read instructive descriptions of educational people and places. What could be 

more "interesting" (Kidder, cited in Othis, 1998, p.1) or of "criticai significance" Parone, 

1995, p. 64) than stories about schooling? 

The rhetonc of litaary jounialism consciously combines the techniques and styles 

of fiction writing and journalism, in the same marner as the ethnographie "confessional 

tale" (Van Maanen, 1988). These qualities; of being "literary in style with emancipatory 

potential" (Barone, 1995, p. 64) are what blurs the borders of the narrative paradigm 

between new joumalisrn, confessional tales, and educational research. Genre blurring 

imbues rhetoncal issues with a cultural analysis-a questionhg of traditional forms (Geertz, 

1983). Through the images they command and the themes they fosta, any of these 

narratives share an interest in what Our Society views as possible. Techniques of lit- 

criticism hinction for me as the starting point for an analysis which moves beyond a 

traditional dichotomy of research/iiterature, and forces me to look at the fusion of blurred 

genres as something distinctive. This newness for educational narrative is in both form and 

content, as well as in the relationship betweq author and reader. 
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Bovs Themselves: a Return to Sinde Sex Education 

The example of "lived experiencen (van Manen, 1990, p. 27) 1 have chosen to 

study is a text which challenges these ideas of genre, legitimacy, and trust in educational 

research. 

Bovs Themselves appears to be a narrative where a researcher's intent to provide 

information coincides with a conscious decision to write for an audience's social or 

aesthetical illumination. It is a text with a stake in the "cultural conversationw (Keroes, 

1999, p. 89). As the author Michael Ruhlman makes obvious, modem community and its 

intersection with education, gender, and religion are his subject matter. Beiag a 

professional non-fiction wrïter, Ruhlman is also a defaisible subject of examination as a 

producg of intentional WZiting. 

Bovs Themselves: a Return to Single-Sex Education tells the story of an esteemed 

independent boys' high school in Cleveland Ohio. In this -tender anecdote" (Zengerle, 

1997, p. 1) of his own alma mater, Michael Ruhlman chronicles nine months of events at 

University School in 1993 through the lens of "paradoxes" ( BT, p. 9)'. He adds, Zhe 

general notion is Amerka was that the single sex fom (of schwling) was bad, and yet 

there was no evidence to suggest that this was tme ... this paradox needed to be addressed" 

(BT, pp. 9-10). 

Ruhlman is the central figure in both of the two tightly intertwined narratives in 

Bovs Themselves. He is the reporter of a story, and a s  such is a presenter of reports, 

statistics, and opinions about single sex schwling in general. He is simultaneously the 

Narrator of a series of vignettes about individual teachers, students, administrators, and 

most critically , himself. 

At first glance, Bovs Themselves is shaped as a chronological t e h g  events from 

the perspective of a narrator, with a trio of books that follow the seasons of the school year 

(fall, winter, and spring). However, this story is not entirely tied to the calendar. Instead, 

Boys Themselves uses the voices of several individuals to guide a reader through the 

1 Boys Themselves: a Retum to Single-Sex Education hereafter referred to as BT 
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nineteen chapters to graduation day. These aicountas are usually expressed in hyers of 

detail over time; an event is never fidiy explained in one episode. Events and opinions are 

addressed and re-addressed accordhg to RuhIman himself, in the role of Narrator. 

Bovs Themselves features the names of several dozen boys and men, and detailed 

physical descriptions of severai of them. As a mle, individuals are ùiaoduced by name, and 

then speak in a brief fragment a few pages later. Sometimes they are aliuded to, or quoted, 

again in later chapters. Many people appear in Bovs Themselves only as a part of a 

manifest of names. Nine women and girls aiso enter into this narrative, with teacher Nancy 

Lemer being interviewai and observed over tïme. The voices of the Narrator, Nancy, and 

the headmaster Richard Hawley comprise the axe  of this text. 

In the fist chapter of Bovs Themselves, 1 am intraduced to Cleveland's luxe 

suburb of Hunting Vaiiey, whae  University School is located. An impression of 

detachment and wealth is deweloped through further description: 

The upper campus of University School, which houses grades nine 

through twelve, is not visible from any road Except for the playing 

fields which spread out like a Pasture at the rear of the school's two 

hundred acres, ail other space used for school business-seven tennis 

courts, the building itself, the drives and pathways-appears to have 

been carved out of the wwds as if fkom a linoleum block (BT, p. 7). 

B y page eight, Ruhlman has aiready begun the process of becoming his own story 

in the marner of Plimpton's Pa= Lion (1998). As he  says on his first &y of fieldwork: 

the al1 boys school was not strange to me because I'd graduated fkom 

this place more than a dozen years earlier.Today was not simply an entry 

into an al1 boys' school, a single sex laboratory, it was also a journey 

nto m y  past (BT, p. 9). 
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Ma introducing the major participants in the narrative, the Narrator addresses 

chapter three through N q  Lana, chapter four by way of a young tacher named Paul 

Bailin, and chapters five through eleven through Rick Hawley. Chapters twelve and 

thirteen return to effects of Hawley's philosophy and actions on students and faculty of 

University School B-g with Book III, (Sprkg), the text focuses on tying up the 

events and arguments introduced earlier, intertwining aU of these individual storïes into a 

graduation &y conclusion. Coexisting with this (vay simplified!) schema are a smes of 

interjections by the author in the form of arguments for boys' schools and against 

coeducation. In this capacity, the text provides both numerical and anecdotal &ta that 

compares and contrasts single gender and axducational institutions; u s d y  in the context 

of private (independent) schooling in the U.S.A. Throughout this progression of people 

and hypotheses the Narrator is an ongoing presence, intmducing students and editorializing 

on the thoughts and events salient to a i i  of the characters in Bovs Themselves. As a reader, 

I live vicariously through the evaits at University Schwl and participate in its debates in 

the savice of this Narrator, who presents all of the other participants in this research 

document through his own fïiters. 

From the beginning, Bovs Themselves combines the techniques of fiction writing 

and journaiism to style the participants in this story as characters. The critical use of the 

term charader when considering the portrayal of perticipants in narrative is widespread, but 

wit hout clear definition. As a result when narrative texts m e  Bovs Themselves partake of 

characterization, they invite questions about what constitutes a authentic pomyd. In 

focusing on character, 1 am emphasizing how these authenticity questions affm me as a 

reader. Phelan (1996), says "narrative requins audiences to judge its characters" @. 27), 

and this common sense directive seems crucial to the exploration of BOYS Themselves as 

narrative research. 

In selecting Bovs Themselves as part of the 'cultural conversation" (Keroes, 1999, 

p. 89), 1 have designated it as a text that wrestles with Ybreached noms" (Bruner, 1996, p. 

13 1) and issues of purpose and motivation. How can 1 be sure that the author of this work 

is a willùig participant in my interpretive project? Although Ruhlman finds the idea that 
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boys' schools are a 'way out of trouble ... compeIlingw (BT, p. 18), he sees his 

examination of University School as an impartial one; 

In fact, 1 came here with no conclusions whatsoever. Hawley was 

making some praty big claims; I wanted to question those claims. 

And 1 wanted to ask my own questions. What were the societal 

ramifications of schooüng boys togetha? Were boys once they 

lefi this sheltered and cornfortable boys' world, prepared for life 

outside it? Couid 1 leam something about gender, about how the 

development of boys' attitudes about themselves, speciocally, 

and about women generally? (BT, p. 20). 

There are multiple motivations driving Bovs Themselves. The first of these 

motivations for Ruhlman is what he refers to as I good local story with a national-issue 

angle" (BT, p. 19). In this capacity, he is pafonning as a reporter, who says, "1 write 

about t hings I really care about" (Ruhlman, 1996 @), p. 1). FoUowUig the wntemporary 

stance which l a d s  'the New Journalist to present us our reality embedded in his own ego" 

(Arlen, 1972, p. 49, Ruhlman has set out to create an atmospheric, Mo-tainment about an 

"issue" (BT, p. 1). 

Then as Narrator, the author identifies his second motivation. Although Ruhlman 

enters University School a m g  'What happens to boys day to day when you cloister them 

in a school?" (BT, p. 2 l), religious isolation is not the central issue on his muid He 

describes his research impehis as the social climate of the early IWO'S, when 'issues 

pitting men and women against each other were on broil" (BT, p. 19). Explorations of 

masculinity were a fixture of news reports, pop psychology, poary @articularly Robert 

Bly), and organs of mass media such as the mens' magazine Esquire. From Ruhlrnan's 

perspeaive: 

the Esquire features and many of the mai's issues books al i  seerned 
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founded on the same premise: that masculinity could somehow be 

fashioned, that its components could, every five years or so, be 

picked apart, scnitini-zed, then popped back t o g e  like so many 

Lego blocks to f a m  a shape that would match whatever mores 

happened to be in vogue that &y (BT, p. 18). 

Although he has 'no conclusions" (BT, p. 20), this excerpt informs me as reader 

that Ruhlman wishes to explore by lookhg from his owa gender outward at how society, 

women, and the world 'outsiden (BT, p. 20) affect his school In this way, RuhIman casts 

me as a reader who asks, 'what are the beiiefs or ne& that shape this narrative?" 1 begin 

my interpretive project by peeling back his question m e r  and asking myself, 'more than 

what-whose beliefs or needs?" 
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Chapter Thre 

Nancy: Credible Melodrama 

Ruhlman probes the nature of gender in Bovs Themseives by laying out the events 

of Nancy Lanefs We. This aeative act leads him into representations of, and reflections 

on, a research participant and her culture. Consequently, Bovs Themselves provides fextile 

ground for exploring the authentic portraya1 of participants in nanatve as weU as for 

examinuig the relationship betweai characteruation and the other elements of namative. 

To daennine whether the kbel of character is appiïcable to Ruhlman's 

representation of Nancy 1 propose an understanding of character based on the narrative- 

discourse elements idenüied in chapter one; verisimilitude, emphasis and tension. My 

purpose in accessing these concepts is twofold I want to address character as a unique 

factor in narzative, but with the full awareness of its ties to otha discourse ingredients. I 

am deiiberately sidestepping the Aristotelian chestnut of mimesis; the "criticai acts which 

are traced ... from the mot proposition that Art imitates Naturew (Harvey, 1965, p. 12) in 

favour of contextuai, relative meaning. I find that this understanding of charaaer speaks to 

the substance of narrative through the dramatization of Nancy in Bovs Themselves, as the 

author is " making sense of. .experiencesW (Bruner, 1996, 130) through his construction. 

Nancy can be interpreted either as a successful rendering of a "fish" out of water 

(echoing Ruhlmanfs metaphor of himself as a "fish" who wants to make 'a serious 

analysis of the pros and cons of water" BT, p. 172), or a creatively inaccurate realization. 

Perhaps the pragmatic answer lies somewhme in between, but my developing experïence of 

Nancy as a reader aliows me to cast a net over the questions of authenticity in narrative. 

Verisimilitude, emphasis, and tension are but a few of the "readerly" (Barthes, 

1975) instruments that serve Ruhlman in this text. They aiiow him to evoke the 

characteristics that 1 respond to in Nancy, and to allude to his motivations for narrativiution 

as a whole. 

In order to shape this chamer, Ruhlman doesn't present a participant's transcript 
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as much as compose: choosing excerpts, deveioping relationships, and adding text to 

transcend the original situation and research event. By emphasis 1 mean the relative amount 

of narration that Ruhlman devdtes to an inaivduai portrayal, as well as the structure of 

such a portrayal. Verisimilitude (credibiLity) relates to the particulars of "lived experience" 

(van Manen, 1990, p. 27) that create a sense of reliability and honesty, as weil as the unity 

of inter-relationships. In considering verisimilitude 1 am drawing on Phelan's (1996) 

description of characters in fictional satings who relate to "unstable relationships between 

or within characters and their circumstances" @. 30). 1 am investigating tension critically 

from my viewpoint as a reader, by responding to the covert pressures that both echo and 

dispute the surface narrative In exploring tension as it relates to "an order of meaning" 

(White, 1980, p. 5) or "a different kind of textual plotting" (Barone, 1992, p. 20) 1 

becorne attuned to the narrator's choices about what to tell and how to teIl it. 

Ruhlman's introduces himself as a "presence" at University School (BT, p. 20) and 

creates a Narrator during his retelling of Hawley's fifit interview. At the same time, he  

provides an occasion for a first look into Nancy's thoughts, and a hint that the management 

of narrative elements in the story could be an issue for her presentation. 

The three elements 1 identifid (verisimilitude, ernphasis, and tension) are part of 

Nancy fÎom her ongin in the story. The narrating voice introduces Nancy with "1 asked a 

lot of questions, and at one point Nancy Lemer went to Rick and asked 'are we supposed 

to teil him the truth?" (BT, p. 20). This opening exchange asks me to analyze Nancy's 

words for credibility and honesty. As Hillis-Miller says, "beginning is the start of the 

ending" (1998, p. 53), and Nancy is emphasized here as a conclusion to questions of 

authenticity during her very first insertion into the narrative. Nancy's initiai appearance in 

the text also foreshadows the tension and instability she creates for both Richard Hawley 

and the Narrator. The headmaster's response to ha-"1 thought so" (BT, p. 20) confirms 

these tensions between herself and Hawley, and by inference for the story. 

Nancy appears again in Bovs Themselves as the fist person in chapter three, 

when she alIeges '1 am the most uncoordinated woman in the worldn (BT, p. 28). The 

Narrator flags her verisimilitude again in this second statement. He seems to make light of 
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this by bracketing h a  words: "her claim says more about her than about how far she can 

throw a baseballw (BT, p. 28). But in the next sentence, he expands this bracketing into 

credibility statements about Nancy's general character, saying she is "sorneone who 

speaks in absolutes" @TT p. 28), in "the grand sweeping style of the literature she teaches" 

(BT, p. 28). The last sentence in ihis paragraph reaches a conclusion; that "she is an expert 

at raising the ordïnary to a level of aedible melodrarnaw (BT, p. 28). 

The choice of melodrama as a denotation for Nancy carries tones of artifïciality 

rather than vaisimilitude. The definition of melodrama is "a play or drama ...(w here) the 

plot is made up of sensational incidentsw suggests skepticism about the "ernotions dispiayed 

(which) are violent or extravagantly sentimental" (Funk & Wagnds, 1963, p. 854). This 

anachment of "credible" to "melodrama" prepares me as reader for a breaching of the 

narrative "order of rneaning" (White, 1980, p. 5) through Nancy by the end of her first 

extended narration. 

B y the end of chapter three the events, t houghts and intqretations of this teacher 

wnstitute about one third of the story. Considering that most of the participants in this 

stoy gamer only slivers of text space, this indicates that Nancy is a signifiant actor in 

Bovs Themselves. Her extended and detailed treatment early in the narrative is suggestive, 

as she garners far more attention than Ruhlman's ostensible object of study of whom he 

says "1 rnight have gone to any numba of boys' schools ... but Rick Hawley was herew 

(BT, p. 13) 

As a result, a reader may well wonder about how Nancy is going to be portrayed 

overall, and j ust how she is going to contribute to the story . W i  she remain a figure whose 

function in the text is to seme as the female teacha example? Her selection as a 

representation by both gender ("1 believed it important to watch a class of boys taught by a 

woman" (BT, p. 36) and job description is acknowledged: 

She was one of five faculty who have doctoral degrees and is 

the only female PHD. There are a total of t hree women who 

teach in the five major academic depart mats and the ot her two 
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who double as administrators teach oniy one section each 

(Br P. 36) 

Nthough Nancy protests that "rm not a representative teacher" (BT, p. 36). she is 

still the oniy femaie p e ~ n  given sustained voice in Bovs Themselves. Of course, from 

the description above, she has no choice but to speaic on behalf of ai i  female teachers 

("taught by a woman" BT, p. 36) as weli as for herself. 

The Narrator pursues a thread of vecisimilitude by way of his reports on Nancy in 

the classroorn. Although Nancy describes herself as "the most uncoordinated woman in the 

world" (BT, p. 28), he directly mntradicts her statement in observbg that 'the most 

uncoordinated woman in the world has an agile improvisational classroom style" @T, p. 

30). Nancy's personal philosophy is also discussed in terms of credibility and stability. 

These references c o m a  verisimilitude to the text's overt motion; "the textual plotthg" 

(Barone, 1992, p. 20) of Nancy Lemer and Rick Hawley 's seemingly inevitable 

ideological controversy. 

According to the Narrator, Nmcy is motivateci by idealism in the same manner as 

Hawley, even though she lacks coherence. Nancy voices her "drastically different tone" 

(BT, p. 34) in passage that validates her significance as a character, 

... "You've ail heard of the old male faculty miniskht response... 

essays should be like miniskirts, short enough to be interesting, 

long enough to cover the subject". The ciass laughs but she doesn't, 

she seems momentarily annoyed, and then adds "A femïnist 

shouldn't say that, but 1 suppose there's a grain of tmth in it" 

(Br p. 34). 

In this passage, Nancy raises the specter of the 'issues pitting men and women 

against each other" (BT, p. 19) that underlie the writing of Bovs Themselves. As the 

narrator has pointed out elsewhere, Nancy speaks or is interpreted as unstable, and 
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these comments &out "the old male facultyn certainiy do not match the remainder of the 

sentence To defhe others in terms of "old" and "male" suggests that gender has been an 

issue related to Nancy's preparation for the classoom. 

But although Nancy elsewhere says "we're taught to mistrust the bias of the 

speaker so here's mine..I was bom Octoba 15 1938" (BT, p. 228). this information is not 

offered to me as a reader untiï much latg in Bovs Themselves. in fact, Nancy is 58 years 

old at the writing of this book, and "mïniskirt" is a firagment of vernacular fkom Nancy's 

own student days before the development of contemporary ferninism. 1s it any surprise that 

Nancy's remarks are wary, and hint at generational fault lines? That it is orthodox, 

pragmatic, or authentic to be ambivalent about dedaring haself a feminist seems to have 

escaped the Namator, as h e  focuses on highlighting Nancy's inconsistaicies. He proceeds 

with this train of thought; 

When asked about this remark afier class, she expiains, T m  a 

femhist in that 1 believe in equality, but I'm not a militant." She 

adds "I'm more of a humanist" ... She is a teacher and a scholar 

who has taken the recent politicuing of the Western canon seriously, 

and found it tiresorne. "If 1 stopped to address every feminist issue 

we'd never get through anything." And if they avoided everything 

that has, she says, "an un-PC slant-Eliot's anti-semitism, 

Shakespeare's misogyny-I'd have to throw out ali of culture. 1 can 

only teach Iiterature as literature. i've seen enough great literature 

get lost (BT, p. 34). 

This fragment jumps back to the clasmm conversation, and Nancy seems to 

equivocate with "I'm a feminist in that 1 believe in equality, but I'm not a militantw (BT, p. 

34). Although this ambiguity agaln speaks volumes about this woman's experience and 

reality , h a  events and experiences are reduced to the Narrator's genedbtion about the 

Western canon. As a result of the narrator's technique of summarizing Nancy's thoughts, 
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I'm not even sure if the quote that follows; "If 1 stopped to address evay ferninist issue 

we'd never get through anything", is the product of the same conversation. The 

metaphoncal language ("politiciang of the Western canon") summarizes and confiates 

ferninism with bigotry and the "throw(ùig) out aU of culture" (BT, p. 34). More 

importantly, Nancy's cultural stance as a feminist rernains inconclusive-apparentiy by 

design. What is clear to me as a reader though, is that ferninism is a fonn of militancy. 

With the inclusion in this cliscussion about what is "PCw, the narrator recasts 

Nancy's earlier status as a Vernale PHIl" (BT, p. 34) h m  phenornenological into societal 

terms; transiating the problem of h a  understanding into its politicai mnsequences. 1s it 

possible that the Narrator has presented this tableau in order to suggest a challenge to 

cultural permanence through Nancy and h a  tentative (or pragmatic) feminism? In the 

process, a social dialectic (feminism/change vs. University SchooYpermanence) is loaded 

onto Nmcy 's concerns. Ln fact, Bovs Themselves mnsistently presents as societal discord 

what rnight be also be regardai as simply personal contradictions within the stnicture of 

contemporary gender and belief sy stems. 

After Nancy demonstrates h a  philosophy as confuseci through the Narrator's 

selections, she defines her over-reaching self -concept as a totally "intelleaual" teacher: 

She telis me what an incredible life college was for hm, and may 

be for some of these boys-to understand in your heart that a Life 

with literature alone can be a nch one, she tells me, to live in a purely 

intellectual world. For her it was to be she says "overwhelmed 

with joy". Nancy stops fussing with her papers, lmks up and says, 

"Some never want to lave that world. And they becorne teachersn 

(BT, p. 328). 

But the Narrator also challenges her verïsimiîitude by quoting her as saying the 

opposite; "she knew she was a teacher when she realized..that she loved them, that this 

was a gj& from God that has nothing to do with meu (BT, p. 229). Whether she is a tacher 
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by intellectml needor divine providence, Nancy eventuaUy resigns fkom h a  position at 

University School. The Narrator's questioning of her intemal stability conhues until her 

final appearances in Bovs Themselves. In this concluding excerpt, the Narrator conveys ao 

affdonate condescension about ha; suggesting that he  has corne to know more about 

Nancy than she knows about herseIf: 

her last &y of AP EngIish class is tomorrow and its time to start 

cleaning out her de& and unioading shelves of books. It's a full 

day's job and Nancy will take more than a month, almost up to 

graduation, to cornpiete it ... she has no need to be at school. For 

Nancy, who has complained aiï year about the strain of teaching 

and the demands on her time, these weeks might have provided 

an eariy start on the solitary reading and writing she's been 

longing for (BT, p. 325) 

While determinhg that Nancy's statements are untruthfùi, and that her "lived 

experience" (van Manen, 1990, p. 27) is not a realistic representation of an "individuaily 

and socially storïed life" (Comeliy & Clandinin, 1990), the Narrator also employs the 

technique of emphasis to shape Nancy's interior conversation for me. When the Narrator is 

trying to arrange permission to sit in on Nancy's class. Ruhiman "slipsn into his Namator 

and relates that : 

When Nancy asked me to stand and teii her class about myself and 

about my work, and I deîaiied my intent, she felt a serious jolt of 

surprise: wrong, not in my class, not this year, last thing 1 need, 

sornebody chronicling my bad hair days, I'm swamped as it is with 

obligations 1 didn't choose (BT, p. 35) 

The narrator States that 'she felt a serious jolt of swprise" (BT, p. 35). As a reada, 
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I would like to know how she a d d y  experiences her contradictory emotions, and how 

they affect h a  words and actions. This passage contains c o m p e h g  moments, and 1 

wonder what they mean to Nancy, and in what sense that they partake of her intemal 

dialogue-the emotional versus inteiiectual creation of h a  essential setf. Instead, the 

Narrator transposes h a  speech and offers his own reflections. Consider the voice 

emphasized in this crucial passage: 

Nancy is not happy this fd.The emotional and physical demands of 

teaching, combined with the time it devours, are wearing on her. She 

doesn't have enough t h e  for her husband. She doesn't have enough 

time for herseif. There's so much yet to read. When she took this 

job two years ago it was to be part timeonly; she intended to spend 

the afteniooos grading papas and reading. Her &ughters are grown, 

and her husband makes a cornfortable living as an interventional 

radiologist, so she Qesn't have to work at all. Yet h a  coiieagues 

have watched h a  p l a y  this part time schedule into a fuil time 

job (BT, p. 33) 

According to which participant in this narrative is Nancy's t h e  "devoured"? 1s she 

is bumed out? Or perhaps she is merely incompetent? And what ideology and life role is 

defined for her by statements iike "She dowi't have enough time for her husband" and 

"she doesn't have to work at ail" PT, p. 33). How do 1 read her readiness to "parlay this 

part time schedule into a fuii time job"? (BT, p. 33). A few pages later, Nancy is 

coincidentaliy a tacher who tries to avoid the Narratorts observation because it might 

intafere with ha social iife ('If 1 can't go to the orchestra some night.. .", BT, p. 36). 

As I'm asking these questions 1 have becorne aware that this narrator is no& 

simply an copyist, through which impressions circulate from the text to me as reader. This 

involved and integral participant is also the one who decides what to teil and how to teil it, 

and must be seen as the important element in the novel's discourse about Nancy. In the 
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manner of a fidionai 'unreliable" narrator he overqeaks, intarupts, and judges. 

This process is dismeet and varied On nrst glance, passages from BOYS 

Themselves can appear to be "tactful" (van Manen, 1990). This point is demonstrated in the 

foliowing quotation, whae this shaping Nancy's "thoughts" about an aspect of geoder are 

universaked: 

Having taught both coed classes and boys classes, she's fascinated 

about questions of gender. She rads the class a description of 

Clytemestra, who küls her husband Agememnon, King of the Greeks, 

when he cornes home from the Trojan War: "And she maneuverd like 

a man" What is he saying about gender?" she asks the class (BT, p. 32).. 

What goes on in h a  mind before and &er she va;balizes this unfinished 

proposition? Had the retelîing begun with Nancy's version, ïnstead of this transposeci inner 

speech ("she's fascinated about questions of gender"), it would have indicated an assurance 

of Nancy's point of view. Instead the nanator seledively notes what happened in the 

classroom but leaves Nancy's thoughts unfinished. Considering the question at the core of 

this study is "Couid 1 learn something about gender, ...specifically, and about women 

generdy? (BT, p. 20) an inquiry like "What is he saying about gender?" (BT, p. 32) 

desemes more emphasis on Nancy by means of either an extended inner view or narrative 

development. 

The unreliability of the Namitor's emphasis is pervasive. In this passage, Nancy's 

actuai experience cannot be known: 

As the boys file p s t  her and out the door, Nancy's entire h m e ,  

released from the spotiight of teaching, sags. She is exhausted. 

She is exhausted not only from the cold that won't lave  her head, 

and fiom the teaching and h m  staying up too late to grade theïr 

rotten Hamla papers which had taken h a  far too long (untouched 
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on her desk at home the entire breakUthey sat there" she said, 

"accushg me"). AU this was part of the teaching life she'd known 

for meen y e m  (BT, p. 226) 

Although this excerpt contains words in quotation marks, it presents the Narrator 's 

version of Nancy, since it is deiached fiom her side of the dialogue (that must have 

occurred between herseif and Ruhlman). He recognizes Nancy's inner struggle: "from the 

teaching and from staying up too late to grade their rotten Hamlet papers" (BT, p. 226). 

However, he chooses not to permit her to express haseif, instead munting on provisional 

and contingent expressions of h a  expaience. He begins with h a  appearance, "Nancy's 

entire h m e ,  released fiom the spotlight of teaching, sags" (BT, p. 226), and places his 

prime emphasis on this level of descnpion.The second and third sentences of the excerpt 

play up the significance of confusion and failure, suggesting that Nancy lacks the kind of 

wisdom necessary to see herself as in trouble. This mental state is simply summarized by 

the Narrator, with no pnor explmation except in t m s  of her prominent trait as "someone 

who speaks in absolutes" (BT, p. 28). 

These sentences al= demonstrate that the narrator is not "tactfidm (van Manen, 

1990) ) at ali. This orientation is emphasized for m e  as reader by the same "readerlyn 

(Barthes, 1975) techniques that invoke Nancy's stated hodiaence, such as the use of 

parentheses and the rheîoncaiiy charged rendering of speech. in its timbre, this passage 

resembles many others in the text. It begins with the Namitor's statement about what 

Nancy has experienced, moves then to a general statement about her qualities, and Cames 

on not to Nancy's thoughts on what this incident means to her, but to the Narrator's 

deductions. This uneven emphasis has therhetorical e f f a  of positionhg me as an 

eavesdropper, and 1 begin to question the Narrator's perceptions. 

Emphasis in the narration is also defined through Nancy's voice as one of 

"ciifference" from the those around her at University Schwl. As Nancy emerges into 

narrative focus in the third chapter, she appears to be a person in complete contrast to h a  

cdeagues. Outnumbered and d e d ,  one of "approximately ten women in an audience of 
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420" (BT, p. 23) Nancy describes University School as like "waikïng into an alien world" 

(BT, p. 35). Her ciifference again beguis with the visible, in "she is the only teacher in the 

school who requires a red wagon" (BT, p. 28), and extends into the Narratorts version of 

her inner thoughts. The emphasis continues with selections like Nancy feels "a serious jolt 

of surprise" because she's "swamped as it is with obligations I didn't choose* (BT, p. 35). 

But according to the Narrator she does choose, as in "y& her coileagues have watched her 

parlay this part time schedule into a full time job* (BT, p. 33)- However, neither of these 

sentences are spoken by Nancy herseIf; as this is another example of transposed inner 

speech. Even the involvernent of Nmcy's fellow teachers in this citation and their intimated 

opinions, is expressed solely by the Narrator. 

Most notably, Nancy is ciiffixent because she is the emotional voice of Boys 

Themselves. N w ' s  voice creates relationships in the nanative between breakdom and 

discontinuity, and tears and crises figure largely in ha selected and assigned portrait. This 

characteristic is established early in Boys Themselves , with "for aii her obvious adoration 

of the students-sometimes when she taiks of them her dark eyes sparkle with tears.." (BT, 

p. 33), and sustained through comments like "1 cry at the &op of a hat" (BT, p. 324). 

None of the other staff membas at University School are composed by means of their 

emotional output; an intellectual accounting based on philosophical precepts is the judgment 

criteria for the men at University School. The Narrator clearly stipulates of Nancy that 

"everything she did seemed to rise fiom the deepest recesses of her heart" (BT, p. 227). 

Nancy is also quoted as saying to her students: "yesterday 1 had a very, very, 

emotional day and 1 told my second period about how I felt, and afterwards 1 sort of felt 

that it had been rather manipulative (BT, p. 327), as well as "yesterday she tells h a  ckss "1 

was in a state of crisis" (BT, p. 1 10). The suggestion that emotion is an interference and a 

negative in Nancy's classrmm seems clear in these comments. In expressing these 

emotions Nancy echoes Ruhlman's gender-organized relationship between women as a 

"drop of water in a pan of hot oil" (BT, p. 60), within this site of "culture's citadel of order 

and tradition" (BT, p. 56) 

The Narrator weighs heaviiy on Nancy's dissimilarity when he shows how this 
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"différencew translates into an instructional style at variance with others at University 

School. In noting that; 

she's taught hundreds of students in both public and private high 

schools, and has learned to move with student rhythms to direct 

them forward by using their questions and responses as a 

springboard to plunge deeper into a text (BT, p. 30). 

Here the Narrator aliows a ci ira cornparison to Hawley, who "drives through his 

classes, charges them, jackhammers, sprints" (BT, p. 179). However, Nancy's approach 

is highlighted as ineffective; "nothhg 1 have ever done has changed-I'm going to use one 

of Rick's words-their trajectory. Boys are on a course of th& ownn (BT, p. 222). This 

fundamental polarïty reminds m e  as a reader of Hawley's statement that '1 know certain 

things ... 1 believe catain things. I'm going to pass that on. That's what 1 do. That's my 

job" (BT, p. 184). A carefirl reading reveals a contrasting thesis from Nancy; "1 dont have 

anythùig to g to the boys ... what I have to say to them, 1 say in class. 1 meet them at the 

text" (BT, p. 324) 

What's more, Nancy is represented as having doubts about the priviieged existence 

found at pnvate schools. When Nancy describes herseif as feeling guilty because "people 

are starving" (BT, p. 37) while she has chosen to teach in a privileged atmosphere, because 

"1 had to have Shakespeare'' (BT, p. 38), she airs concems about equity that do not 

surface elsewhere in Bovs Themselves. Nancy's quandary about the social elements of 

privilege is very difffaent fiom Hawley's protection of "what is fixed and trueu (BT, p. 18) 

as the basis of human relations. 

Nancy has anotha ciifference that becornes part of her charactmzation. She 

is described as having "confessed" that she is "a non practicing ethnic Jewn (BT, p. 147), 

like no one else in Bovs Themsdves. In a world whae the forthrigbtiy Christian 

headmaster is quoted as saying; 
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is it possible to leave your convictions and beliefs at home? ... You 

can't l a v e  it at home because your religious dimension tends to operate 

at the very center (sic) of your thinking and feeling. It determines 

the style of your personal relationships; it is the fixed point of 

reference you use in making a dmsion (BT, p. 129). 

Nancy's "mistnist" of "good" Christian(s)" (BT, p. 135) leads her to cry out; "you 

cannot know what it means to be a Jew at this school" (BT, p. 147). Could anyone be 

more of a "fish" out of water? The inclusion of this phrase in the narrative seems to speak 

directly to me as a reader, and converges strategically with Nancy's isolation in the 

discourse; suggesting that emphasis on Nancy as different is constnicted rather than 

discovered in Bovs Themselves. 

In a fidonal work, tension is a plot device that u s d y  reaches a climax-a point 

where the problems are greatest. In Bovs Themselves, tension occurs more as a pattern of 

instabiliaes within the namative. Within this examination of Nancy, 1 find that the notion of 

tension as instability of awareness, expectation, and value lads me to explore White's 

"order of meaningw (1980, p. 5) through this narrativediscourse element . 
Nancy's presentation creates an awareness of her inner confiict through the 

qualities and incidents selected for h a  portrayal. In my discussion of verisimilitude 1 have 

highlighted a number of inconsistent statements, attitudes, and responses that the Narrator 

elected to refer to in Nancy's portrait. This puiling together of contradictory elements forces 

them to highlight each other, and captures my attention as a reader. However, the crisis of 

meaning caused by the juxtaposing of contrasting elements means 1 have difficulty 

organizing the story in my own muid-I'm too busy trying to make Nancy cohere. Although 

this interna1 tension is problematic as a window into "lived experiencet' (van Manen, 1990, 

p. 27), it provides a propulsion to Nancy as a character who stirs up this narrative. 

Ruhlman also employs the standard character development issues in Nancy-the character as 

someone who has a problem (Nancy is "not happy" (BT, p. 33), "guiity" (BT, p. 37),"in 

crisis" (BT, p. 1 IO), and "wants to be ignored" (BT, p. 38), dong with a series of 
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untruths and hconsistencies in presentation (uncoordinated/ ccmrdinated,devoted/diie!ttante, 

femllust/not ). By pmviding these contrasting details Ruhlrnan is able to generate a 

representation of Nancy that gives her deiinition and mmplexity. 

Nancy's interna1 confusion ripples out into the story as a whole, and s w e s  as a 

pointer to a profound tension in BOYS Themselves. The Narrator reveals the relationship 

between Nancy and Hawley in a way that develops a positive portrait of her and 

circumvents his original discussion. Hawley's recognition that "she brought a real 

intellechial edge to the school" (BT, p. 323), and that he  "esteems her l&e no other 

colieague" (BT, p. 30) is drrored by Nancy's admiration of him in saying "Rick is 

formidable. ForMIDableW (BT, p. 30). Sheadmitted that were it not for Hawley, she 

might; 

neva have su@sed herself and taken a job at a boys' school in the 

first place. But this headmaster was like no other school administrator 

she'd encountered. He was foremost a committed teacher, but he  

was also a scholar who could match her level of discourse on 

literature, as weii as a writer she admired. From these shared 

passions, a fnendship grew; throughout the school year she and 

the headmaster would talk for hours about nothing but books and 

students (BT, p. 35). 

This complimentary perspective of Nancy as an "elegant, consemative, 

professional" (BT, p. 29) is interspliced with her ongoing presentation as an incoherent 

actor in BOYS Themselves. The tensions within this relationship between Nancy-the-good 

and Nancy-the-bad foregrounds the ideological basis for the teachers' differences. This 

develops gradua1 expectations and an inevitability-" textual plotting " (Barone, 1992, p. 20) 

through the patterns of instabilities within her characterization alone. 

Tension serves Bovs Themselves weil as an aid to narrative progression. But in this 

text, Nancy as a character is detetmined by a plot she says she didn't write; the plot of a 

text which begins with a teacher who has a problem of difference and ends with her 
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isolation. 

1s this consideration of character in Boys Themselves worthwhiie? Reading Bovs 

Themselves as a story about participants as characters unlocks its meaning in a new way. 

The elements of verisimilitude, emphasis, and tension are widely accepted techniques in 

narrative as a whole. In contemplating a sense of character based on these aspects of 

narrative constxuction 1 am able to broach the comections betwem a participant's story and 

the rhetorical and creative acts of the author, Michael Ruhlman. While not gating caught up 

a debate about whether Nancy's representation is "realisticw, I am also able to consider 

whether her story is authentic within the framing of this text. 

In envisionhg verisimilitude as the sense of instability within a participant's 

portrayal, and the unity of their self and their circurnstances (Phelan, 1996) 1 have beea 

able to decipher this baMing realization of a female teacha. Nancy's lack of verisimilitude 

is extensively Uustrated. Nearly every quality that Nancy attributes to herself is matched by 

another quote or description in which the opposite is demonstrated to be the case. As well, 

numerous other events and opinions are discussed by the Narrator that caîl her reliabiiity 

and honesty into question. 

This lack of verisimiiitude of Nancy as a character appears to be a attempt on 

Ruhlmanrs part to direct me as a reader to an instability of ideology, especially for those 

who don't speak in encapsulaied philosophical aphorisms Wte Hawley or "research data" 

like himself. Just as tellingly, the lack of cohesion in Nancy's portrayal suggests that other 

voices in the story may also be irnprovised. The charactaization possibilities latent in the 

editing and framing of participants' "lived experience" (van Mana, 1990, p. 27), and the 

emplotting mandated by a predetermined image of someone are highlighted by examining 

verisimilitude in this narrative. 

When verisimilitude is combined with the various foms of emphasis 1 have 

identifiai (both the attention Nancy receives as well as the techniques of her depiction) 1 am 

likewise able see that the charader of Nancy is a poor fit between her desaîbed features 

and the Narrator's responses. The shifis of emphasis h m  Nancy to the Narrator, or from 

one method to another of rendering speech (whether intenial or spdren to others) raise 
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questions about the authenticity of the story as a whole. Ruhlman often changes his 

emphasis from one speaker to another in a vague and cornplex fashion. As a reada, 1 have 

difficulty following these shifts in emphasis, and make mistaken assumptions about the 

source of essential information about Nancy on firsi reading. My alignment as an 

eavesdropper creates a situation whae my knowledge of the story is inwmplete. 

A successf'ui description according to narrative criteria must provide both particular 

and general knowledge. The discussion about Nancy in Bovs Themselves emphasizes the 

universal, and then seeks out particulars that apply or fit, creating a character ratha than 

describing her "hurnan condition" (Arendt, 1958, p. 14). 

In considering tension as "an order of meaning" (White, 1980, p. 5) I have applied 

Ruhlman's own o r m g  metaphor to my anaiysis. The pressures that seem part of 

Nancy's interior world correspond to the 'peculiar forcesw (BT, p. 61) that emplot Bovs 

Themselves. The widenïng of Nancy's instability of awareness, expectation, and value into 

the relationship between Nancy and Hawley directs the meaning f m d  in all levels of this 

narrative. 

In examining tension through the character of Nancy in'this way 1 want to make 

rmm for an understanding of Ruhlman as a person who is "making sense of..experiencesN 

(Bruner, 1996, p. 130) through his text. in developing Nancy through the techniques so 

rooted in fictional works, Ruhlman has listened to the professional stones (Barone, 1992, 

p. 20) of both narrative research and new journalism. 

What have I learned examining the relationship between characterization 

verisimilitude, emphasis, and tension and the other elements of narrative? In focusing 

on character, 1 am notably able to comect these authenticity questions to my alignment as a 

reader. 1 trace Nancy's steps in this text as a result of h a  portrayal, but this experience 

does not silence my questions about this text as an journey into a world that is educational. 

Nancy's dilemmas are a problem for me because 1 have been directed to make an 

interna1 j udgment of this speaker. That is, in responding to Nancy 1 am aligned by the 

Narrator t hrough the quotes q d  discussions of Nancy found in Bovs Themselves-she has 

a signature as charader. When 1 begin to consider her role in the centrai, philosophical 
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exchanges in the narrative, Nancy has already been demonstrated to be incmsistent, over- 

emotional, and a representative of a particula. life view. These cues 1 have been givm lead 

me to develop an opinion about Nancy as a speaker, and are put of a sequencing of 

estimations 1 have bem aligned to make about her, and others like her. 

In order to follow Bovs Themselves as a story it is d . c u l t  not to make these 

judgments about Nancy, because they are impiicit in the vgisimilitude of the world of 

University School. Narrative as "the theocies and dreams from the perspective of 

someone's life and in the context of someone's emotions" WcEwan & Egan, 1995, viii), 

cornes to rest in Nancy when 1 must "judge its characters" (Phelan, 1996, p. 27) in order 

to follow the tale. Each episode about Nancy has impiications on the events and words that 

follow, and radiates fiom Ruhiman's narrativizing motivations about single sex schooiing 

and his own personal joumey. 

As his intended audience, 1 have been invited to apply a generalizing eye on his 

description of this female tacher. If my initial response had been to accept Ruhlrnan's 

interpretation of Nancy's story, 1 would not have rehrnied to this volume. 

However, afta my hrst reading 1 am lefi with a enigmatic and tangled impression of 

Nancy. 1 am perplexed by her cummentary, and fnistrated by her enigmatic role in the 

Boys Themselves conversation. She seems to be the "paradox" worthy of examination, 

rather than "the public perception of the single sex schwl" (BT, p. 9) that Ruhlman and 

Hawley want to debate. 
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Chapter Four 

Hawley: A Reverse Image Kurtz 

Mer unravehg Nancy, I have become a concmed and uncornfortable reader. 1 

wearily imagine a narrative am-wrestling match oppoite Ruhlman; with each of us bent 

over a text buih out of 'issues pining men and women against each other" (BT, p. 19). 

Perhaps it is a f a  but Ruhlman's representation of the headmaster at University Coliege - 

seems to constmct different alliances with me as reader. 

After his graduation, R u b a n  formed an image of Rick Hawley fkom alumni 

rnailings, and felt that 'the new headmaster was saying some of the oddest thingsw about 

society and schooling (BT, p. 16). Over time, he concluded that 'Hawley seemed a sort of 

reverse image Kurtz, dispatching soulful messages from a reverse image wildernessw (BT, 

p. 18). Ruhlman's backhanded allusion to Conrad's character is remarkable, given Kurtz's 

place in Western cultural iconography as an emblem ofpower, violence, and madness. 

Conrad (1902) creates a satire on leadership in Kwz, who pronounces that "by the simple 

exercise of our will we can exert a power for good practically unbounded" (p. 118). Of 

course, this character is notonous for being "hollow at the core" (p. 131). My interest in 

author motivations for narrativization leads me to question whether there is purpose in the 

characterizations and allusions t hat are stated, omitted, or rewritten in BOY s Themseives. 

Can Ruhlman be employing a sardonic Literary metaphor in comparing University School to 

a colonial outpost, with a leader coxrupted by absolute power? 

In his article, Trust and Educational Storytelline (1995), Barone suggests that 

'stories about schoolpeople can achieve a degree of critical significance"(l995, p. 64). In 

Boys Themselves, the charactenization of Hawley is clearly visible as a textual assemblage 

of such narrative-discourse elements as verisimilitude, emphasis, and tension. However, 

by shaping the headmaster Hawley through refaence to the i c o ~ c  Heart of Ihrkness, 

Ruhlman heightens my attention to the gravity of such a figure; inside a text and beyond. 

Richard Hawley is presented as an enigma to be decoded through a series of 

statements, actions, and revelations. He is laid out in the first few pages of Bovs 
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Themselves as 'controversial ... within the school community-students, teachers, parents, 

(and) alunini" (BT, p. 12). Ruhlman describes how some see him as "a dangenxis radicalw, 

"a moral absolutistw, and an "ultraconsemative with hopelessly archaic, perhaps harniful, 

notions of right and wrongw (BT, p. 12). But just as quickly, Hawley is also portrayed Ïn 

the rnost flattering of tenns, because "many adore him, stand in awe of his emdition, his 

literary work, his intelligence ...(BT, p. 12). Ruhlman goes on to say that, uova the past 

few years he's b e n  writing and speaking about boys' schools, (and) has becorne, in fact, a 

sort of boys' school guruw (BT, p. 13). 

These titillahg but unattributed rumours are plainly presented to ensure that my 

first thoughts about the leader of University School are ambiguous. This reading is fûrther 

encouraged by Ruhlman, when he whispers a rare aside to me as a reader; '1 know some 

people who've never met Hawley and hate him any wayw (BT, p. 13). Suitably prepared, 1 

am introduced to the wntentious "guru" as neither a "proud fatherly headmaster" nor a 

"sly , clever revolutionary " (BT, p. 13). 

The initial chapters of the text accumulate more layers of eccentricity upon Hawley. 

In a school constnicted through worldly success and comfort, it is this "unworldly, 

disonented.. . vacant...", and even "addled" administrator who is an exemplar of genius 

and moral conduct (BT, p. 13). Ruhlman sketches out his original interview with this 

perplexing headmaster by saying, 'iistening to Hawley, when he gets going, is like aying 

to speed read ..." (BT, p. 20). Apparent laws of nature fly about wildly as the headmaster 

contends that 'gender is deeper than race, it is deepa than cultura Deeper than humanity, 

al1 the way down to plant phylumw (BT, p. 19). 

Ruhlman the reporter prefaces this first contact with Hawley in tams of his 

contribution to amtemporary explorations of gender formation and representation. This 

perspective is elegiacally sandwiched between cultural heavyweights like The New York 

Times (Ruhlman's current employer) and Esauire magazine (BT, p. 18). However, 

Haw ley immediately pokes holes in this carefully woven intellectual biography, by voicing 

the aforementioned Rushton (1997) study -sty le genetic t heories. Hawley is clearly not 

adding his voice to the discussions about feminist, gayhbian, or queer theory that abound 
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in educational theurizhg at this tirne. 

Shortly afierward, Ruhlman switches fiom a reporter to the Narrator of this school 

story. He begins his year of research with the fist assembly of the term; where Hawley 

tells his students and staff that Univasity Schod is both 'a theory" and a response to an 

educational 'crisis" (BT, p. 24). Like the 'deqer than humanityw interview, this speech 

expresses Hawley's claim to philosophical scientific expertise, which he combines with 

nostalgia for a Victorian world. This nostalgia seems to serve as idwlogical propaganda, as 

"the anti-heroic agew (BT, p. 360) is taken up by Hawlq and used as a metaphor for the 

gender based social shifts that foiiowed World War 1. In a delicious piece of 

undentatement, the Narrator mentions that Ri& Hawley s ' favomite su bject is soci* * 

(BT, p. 176). As a reader, 1 wonder if he and 1 inhabit the same society at aii. 
- The Nmtor  concurs that "Hawley is clearly not of his tirne" (BT, p. 15 1). For 

Rick, the "majestic causewayw of philosophy ended at the fïrst world war the frayed 

ends of a rope" (BT, p. 150). Uniike Nancy, Hawley is entrusteci to speak directly 

to me as reader; to show how he confiates longing for a "backward glancing" (BT, p. 163) 

nostalgia with a process of intelîectuai editing and simplification. For Hawley, e i h i a  are 

what is "objeaively knowablew (BT, p.333), "what is tmeW is also what is "fixedw(BT, 

p. 18) and aesthetics are the difference between the "beautifulw and the "coarseW(BT, p. 

292). Mer o f f e ~ g  both an interpreted sketch of Hawley as a idwlogue and Uowing him 

to make his own case, the  text then tums to Nancy, with the headrnaster bumbling in and 

out of the story line mainly to demonstrate that he  is the product of a nostalgie retreat from 

recent history. 

There are variable messages that can be constmcted from this presentation of 

Hawley as sorneone who wishes to avoid a p s t  WW 1 "age of irony and the anti-herow 

(BT, p. 360). In The Place of Storv in the Studv of Teachine and Teacher Education, 

Carter (1993) asserts that teacher stoIia are consmictions that face 'problems of veracity 

and fallibility" (p. 8). It is possible to interpret the portraya1 of Richard Hawley as a story 

of such "breached noms" (Bruner, 1996, p. 131), where the conflict between what a 

research participant says and the actions narrated create a character who seems neither 
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candid nor valid. 

This assessrnent of Rick returns me as a reader back to thoughts about 

vaisimiiitude in Bovs Themselves. Phelan (1996) suggests that an examination of 

"unstable relationships between or within characters and their circumstances" (p. 30) 

ailows 'audiences to judgew charaders @. 27). 1 am able to consider Hawley c r i t i d y  

through verisiwtude with the assistance of the Nanator. Unlike Nancy, who is related to 

me as reader entirely through the his words, the dichotomy between the 'lived experiacen 

(van Manen, 1990, p. 27) of Hawley (and a i i  of the others he impacts) and his formal 

suppositions is illuminated through numerous voices in Bovs Themselves. In the absence 

of this single ornnisciént viewpoint, the headmaster is pamitted to develop in the text 

through a series of moral and philosophical arguments that are contrastai with his 

describeci actions and effkcts. Recaîiing how Hillis Milia (1994) highlights "the 

displacement ... fkom a focus on the meaning of texts to a focus on the ways meaning is 

conveyedw (p. a), 1 carefblly note the d.erences in how the participants in Bovs 

Themselves are depicted. 

The presence of this headmaster is actually shaped as a series of negative actions. 

Hawley re-entas the story at the one-third point of the text, as he enacts the role of a leader 

who is the creator of a spiritualîy repressive culture, who demands unrefledive obedience 

fkom staff and students, and who restricts knowledge to exclude alternative human 

conditions. In several incidents, the Narrator relates how Hawley 's nostalgia combines 

with 'tnith" and religious belief y, that he performs unauthentically at University S c h ~ l .  

For instance, the headmaster's belief that 'what is mie" can be ''fixeci" (BT, p. 18) is the 

basis of Hawley 's inability to comprehend that there rnight stripes of religious Fdith 

foloured unlike his own. The narrator retelis ya another assembly speech, where Hawley 

informs the entire school of an incident in which a cornmittee advised him to downplay 

candidates' religious affiliation. He frames the debate for his audience by saying, "Beneath 

that statement ... lies a very modem and recent attitude" (BT, p. 129). He then adds: 

9 You is it possible to leave your convictions and beliefs at home.. . . 
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can't leave it at home because your religious dimension tends to operate 

at the very centa of your thinking and feeling. It daamines the style 

of your personal relationships; it is the fixed point ofreference you use 

in making a decision (BT, p. 129). 

According to the twenty-two pages of text devoted to this philosophicai cause and 

its effects, the headmastet iïrst manages to make a mockery of University School's non- 

sectarian mandate by dictating 'special assembliPs and curricular changesw (BT, p. 149) 

with 'an explicit Christian bias" (BT, p. 145). 

FoUowing this goal, he imposes his will upon the adults in the story. Staff and 

administrators at University School are 'edgyw, and uone sighs audibly" (BT, p. 129) as 

they endure the headmaster's semonizing. The same religious iniative is describeci by the 

Narrator as a "bombsheii" that 'rocked the faculty" (BT, p. 133). In revisiting the subject 

of religion the Narrator also cornments that, i majority of the faculty were wary of 

Hawley. Some did not tmt the man outright; others believed that anachronism or not, 

Hawley would do what he pleased with regard to religion and discipline and that then  was 

little anyone oould do about it except leavew (BT, p. 163). 

Students are also impacted by Hawley 's desire to pigeonhole 'what is fixed and 

true behind so much that seems to be shifting and muddled in the news of the &yw @T, 

p. 18). The Headmaster's essay contest on 'what is the place of religious belief and practice 

in a non sedarian school?" is presented to students with 'originality, good reasoning, and 

persuasive prose" as its criteria (BT, p. 130). The Narrator cites several eloquent responses 

in favour of 'diversity" and 'accommodation ' (BT, p. 146) over specific curriculum, but 

also reveals that the winner of the amtest was the o d y  student who sided with Rick 

Hawley's views. 

Rick also draws on philosophica1 arguments to manage friction in his closesî 

relationships. Nancy declara; ?ou caanot know what it means to be a Jew at this school" 

(BT, p. 147). Hawley responds to her anguish with; 'I'm working at understanding. 1 

certainly under stand her position emotionally . 1 really don' t understand it intellectually 
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because again it rests... on toxicity and histoncal interpretation in Western history (BT, 

p. 147). However, Nancy nnds herseif saying "it was suggested that tonight would not be 

a good night for me to be therem (BT, p. 133), as she is excluded nom staff meetings due 

to her faith. 

Mer describing this persistent pattern of mnduct, the Narrator writes: "Hawley is 

not a fundamentalist " (BT, p. Mû), and the headmaster does couch his objectives in terms 

of inclusivity and "tolerancew (BT, p. 130) ofien in Bovs Themselves: 

If you live well and lovingly with people, you'U thrive and prosper and 

if you don? and take away any grounds for doing so, you're going to 

be divisive and in confiict ...(if you )donTt evai allow people to talk 

about it, 1 think we're going to have bad times (BT, p. 149) 

But just like Conrad's Kurtz, Hawley renders himself unauthentic through the 

conflicts between his beiiefs and aaions as they are retold In Bovs Themselves. In 

attempting to represent his ideology as historical, Hawley shows himself as inconsistent 

and unbelievable. As a reader, I am also conhnted with the "VexaCity and fallibility" 

(Carter, 1993, p. 8) of Hawley's actions in more utilitarian tenns, due to their moral 

inconsistency by any measure of educational leadership. I am left to question why my 

sense of the headmaster's "lived experienceW(Van Manm, 1990, p. 27) appears in this text 

in such uncompromising and visible terms. 

The peculiarities surroundhg Hawley's verisimilitude retwn me to the o tha  

elements of literary criticism I speculated about with Nancy. Refiecting on emphasis @oth 

the allocation of narrative space and the approach to her portrayal) led me to conclusions 

about Nancy's role in this school story. Considering the headmaster in view of emphasis 

restates the enigmatic aura around Hawley intmduced through verisimilitude. In the main, it 

is wry juxtapositions of situations and basic verbal irony that are used as emphasis in the 

character of Hawley; s b n g  to expose the disparity between thinking and experiencing for 

both the Namitor and the headrnaster. Moreover, this play of language is more than a 
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stylish accident, as it serves to distance the Narrator of this text fkom the dark side of the 

headmaster so cleverly called up through allusions to Heart of Darkness. 

Irony is an organizing device in BOYS Themsdves. The characterktion of Rick 

Hawley is very obviously constructed around his demonization of irony as desmaive to 

males. For example, Hawley and his admirers find iroay udegrading" (BT, p. 152). The 

Narrator does try to modemte Hawley's disparagement of irony by defming it as opposite 

to "words and ideas ... imbu ed... with a sweetnessw (BT, p. 152), but as a reader, 1 am 

perplexeci by this repeated reference to irony as a sort of character trait. 

On anothe levd, Konic emphasis aiiows the Narrator to make a break h m  his 

author and solkit judgment. The ironic mode as Eagleton (1983) describes it places a 

textual voice at a critical distance from the situations and images that he or she presents. It 

also invites a sunilar discriminating appraisal from a reader, who is asked to apP&iate the 

ciifferences betweei stated and intended meanings @. 53). In particuiar, ironic emphasis is 

central to the manna in which the headrnaster's theones and opinions about gender are 

presented in Bovs Themseives. Certainly the vocabulary selected for Hawley plays with an 

inconsistency betwem meaning and sense. There is a surEdce of celebratory, hemic rtieionc 

ernanating from Hawley' s depiction in Bovs Themselves, as the Narzator phrases many 

apparent tributes to Hawley 's visionary intelligence, calhg him a 'guru" (BT, p. 13) and 

suggesting that "evtxy boy in this class accepts Hawley's brilliance as a given" (BT, p. 

174). He begins his tale ostensibly transfixed by the Yhis backward glancing headmasterw 

(BT, p. 163), and specifies that "1 might have gone to any numba of boys' schools...but 

Rick Hawley was here" (BT, p. 13). However, the unexpected dualisms of the headrnaster 

are interpreted by this same Narrator in cornic or omhous ways. Hawley is often described 

as a bit of a buffoon, even akin to Hamlet (BT, p. 124). This blunt emphasis on Rick's 

failings is puzzIing, untii the Kurtz-Ue aspects of Rick's behavior are reveaied through the 

chronology of distressing events in BOYS Themsdves. As a reader, 1 find it is hard to 

decide at fïrst whether the narrator is seeking excuses for Hawley 's dark side, or 

deliberately cornparhg bis words and actions with critical intent. Howeva; this pattern of 

allowing Hawley to makea pronouncement on genda and then demonstrating unfavorable 
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conduct is established in the first chapta of the text, and remains mnsiant throughout. 

Suice Hawley talks about himseif but the Narrator shows and interprets his actions, he is 

able to mock Ri&$ attempts to create a "grand narrative" (Lyotard, 197911984, p. xxiv) of 

gender quite openly. 

The Narrator gradually increases the bite.of his ironic emphasis. By the f i a l  

chapter, he is juxtaposing such valourizations as: 

What he didn't seem reaiize was that the peop1e who had heard a 

hundred of his speeches were enonnously grateful for his work, 

and those who didn't know him had heard of him and rnaintained 

- enormous expectations, a sort of hope that verges on waithg for a 

persona1 savior for their school (BT, p. 357). 

with outlandish statements h m  Hawley himself iike; "Biology, anthropology, and a l i  

manner of social sciences confïrm that we are deeply gendered; gender nuis more deeply 

than culture; more deeply 1 beiieve, than even biologyw (BT, p. 359) The Narrator then 

mvalidates the headmaster, interpreting Hawley's speech as "havhg just dispatched the 

anti-male ferninists and delivered another thnist of his lance to contemporary culture*.." 

(BT, p. 359) 

The technique of ironic emphasis is most aven when the Narrator's posture 

accentuates Hawley's theses about gender as a scientific constnict. Bovs Themselves 

presents data from severai sources about single sex schooiing, and the fadual commentary 

is undoubtedly steaed away fmm Hawley's "oâd" (BT, p. 16) views even though he is the 

person responsible for their presenœ in the story. The Narrator distances himself fiom 

Hawley's scientific didacticism even as he introduces himself in Bovs Themselves: 

Before I could sit, he  said gender was really important. He said it was 

deeper than humanity ...g aider is a big deal ...g ender is deeper than 

race, it is deeper than culture. Deeper than humanity , all the way 
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down to plant phylum (BT, p. 19). 

This passage, with its h d y  balanced tone of naivete("a big deai") and inclusion 

of prominent dissonances ("deeper than humanityu) expresses Ruhlman's discodort about 

the rigid categones found in Hawley's pseudo-scientik genda principIes. In a period 

where skull measurexnents (Rushton, 1997) are widely derided as the basis of exclusionary 

practices, the Narrator imows weii ewugh to report on, but not to appear complicit with, 

with Hawley's claYns. By including details about seating, he points out his separation h m  

the headmaster. 

This distancing is aiso apparent when Hawley organizes the female half of the 

human m e  as %lienm (BT, p. 20). Whüe speaking in his official capacity as school 

spokesperson, the Narrator carefiilly reinforces the authority of the headmaster's role by 

saying one thing and meaning quite the opposite. By saying, "he didn't sound like a 

headmaster at aii" (BT, p. 20), the Narrator ailudes to Hawley's Kurtz-Mce subtext of 

intolaance and incongruity. 

Using irony to complicate and oftei contradict the surface text, the Nimator 

succinctly becornes a mirror of the 'paradoxes" that Ruhlman mentions as his hpetus for 

study. The problem for me as a reader is balancing my incredulity at the Narrator's 

revelations. The portraya1 of Nancy in Bovs Themselves is knowing and relentless, but the 

characterization of Rick HawIey is nItered irregularly. I can't disiinguish betweai what 

seems spontaneously revealed in the text and the interpretive commentary structured by the 

Nmtor  through his twls drawn nom literary aiticism. 

In my discussion of verisimilitude and emphasis I have highlighted a numba of 

statements, attitudes, and inferences conveyed in Hawley's portrait. As with Nancy, 1 am 

also led to an understanding of his motivations through the narrative element of tension. 

Tension is naditianally an emplotting device that fwictions to develop excitement and a 

crescendo of unifying satisfadion for the reader. Although there is a conventional use of 

tension in Bovs Themselves both through seasonal chapter divisions and the peaks and 

vaileys of incidents, (Beaverfest-Soltis letter-religious curriculum-Zinn letter Paul resips- 
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Nancy letter-school play-graduation), my fms is on tension as it affixts participant 

representation. 

As the Narrator directs me to 'Ijudge" melan, 1996, p. 27) the situations that 

unfold for Hawley, 1 find that tension in Bovs Themselves revolves around the confiict 

between his intanal and extemal He. Whiie it is intaesting, and perhaps even arnusing, to 

read about headmaster Hawley as an imnoclast with an intense attachrnent to theoretical 

precepts, the Narrator must convince me as a reader that these human dilemmas are worthy 

of my concem. In order to achieve this, Bovs Thernselves creates a sense of consequace 

with respect to to Hawley's impact on the people around him. It is this demonstration of 

Hawley's philosophizing in combination with his enactment of authority that compels me to 

continue reading this text. In Bovs Themselves, White's "order of meaning" (1980, p. 5) 

becomw character centred through an inmenta l  orchestration of Hawley's thoughts and 

actions, as the headmaster's intemal confusion propels the story as a whole. 

The Narrator first establishes Hawley's importance to the story of University 

School: 

1 had returned intending to watch the boys in this school, how they 

played off teachers and each otha in this unusual world; but it quickly 

became apparent that this headmaster. .. was the elemental force driving 

this century old school, and the thoughts and actions of -one in 

it could not be fully understood without taking into account their 

headmaster (BT, p. 67). 

Then, as Hawley's personal conflict is laid out, h e  i s  described as having two lives 

simultaneously. In this passage the Nanator establishes the headmasters status as exalted 

theonst in the out side world: 

Hawley is also unusual in that he's a literary admuiistrator with a t a i  

year faculty tenure at the Bread Loaf Writen Conference and a dozen 
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books to his name, including an epistolary novel, a libretto, a memoir, 

poetry, a pyscho-social tract-drawing nom electron-cephalogram studies 

and Greek philosophy the purposes of pleasure as it relates to adolescents 

and drugs, and a new book published last summer entitled Bovs WiIl 

Be Men: Masculinity in Troubled Times (BT, pp. 12-13). 

Iust as clearly, Hawley is shown as a chdenged administrator and teacher inside 

University School: 

When Hawley headed Qwn the dimmed maintenance comdor and out 

into a dadc cold nïght after the ineffective and disheartening meeting of 

the Religions and Ethics Cornmittee, he was not a happy headmaster. He 

was certainly not a weli-liked headmaster at that point either (BT, p. 163). 

As the consciousness of the text, the ironic and ambiguous voice of the Narrator modulates 

my perceptions and my understanding of the headmaster. Once 1 am aware that Hawley is 

"present like the garlic in stew, not always distinct or identifiable but permeating 

everything" (BT, p. 237), the Narrator orders philosophical monologues, events, and 

Hawley 's responses to these incidents in order to create tension t hroughout the story. As a 

result, the principal facet of tension around Hawley is provided thmugh the tone of the 

Narrators 'voice-over" style disclosures and interpretations. The use of this technique in 

the text is most amspicuous when the circumstances around the student Tyler Soltis's leiter 

are relayed to me as reader. The incident is introduced by the Narrator, who describes the 

events leading up to Hawley's set-to with Tyler. in keeping with the sage, case study 

marner set out in the pages preceding, the Narrator's tone is somewhat pedantic, much like 

the headmaster ' s speaking style. As Hawley enters the dialogue though, the  tone changes 

drasticaüy, and takes up a forceful staccato cast akin to a sports report. The Narrator 

recreates the boy's thoughts in writing that: 
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When Tyler hangs up the phone, he's not sure what to do. Some deep 

breaths. Assess the situation. He runs through the conversation. Retty 

one sided. Yes, Dr. Hawley did say, "1 have nwer read anything so 

offensive in twenty six years of teachiog. " Yes, Dr.Hawley was clearly 

piqued. He hadn't givm Tyler much chance to respond. In faa, Tyler 

hadn't said a word other than a grunt or two to acknowledge he was 

stilL verti cal... (BT, p. 1 14). 

Suddenly the Narrator is caiîing up a torrent of physical verbs ( 'breaths" 'gmnt") this 

paragraph, upsetting the fiow of the narration and foregrounding the ferocity of the acts 

desdbed by this unpreceQnted contrast in sentence structure and punchiation. This recital 

immediately reverses modemte expectations available me as reader about Hawley, and 

introduces a sense of fate, a "textual plottiBgn (Barone, 1992, p. 20) based on the question 

'what wiil he do next?" in the headmaster ' s characterization. The Narrator is controllhg the 

tension within the tale by "enhmingw (Heidegger, 1977, p. 20) the participant, relegating 

him into an ordering that eliminates otha possibilities. Mer reading about this incident, my 

vision as a reader is directed towards looking for more 'proofsw of the headmaster's 

personal conflias. From this point on, Hawley's story is shaped by the question of what 

happas when an ideologue is also a teacher. Hawley states that "1 know certain things ... 1 

believe certain things. I'm going to pass that on. That's what 1 do. That's my jobw (BT, 

p. 184). Part Two of the book (Winta) begins with a long description of Hawley's teaching 

style; intended to show him implementing his abstract ideals. The Narrator telis of both the 

appearance of his classrmm and his world view; 

Room 270 has recently been redecorated. The walls, once off white 

institutional paneling, have been sheathed in oak .... This is also the 

room in which Hawley teaches philosophy. The headmaster had for 

years coveted the rom of a teacher at Hathaway Brown(a nearby 

sister school), one with the omate warmth of a Cambridge tutorial 
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chamber. Hawley wanted his school to have at least one room 

whose interior was cornmaisurate with the study of Greek philosophy, 

Aeschylus, or Shakespeare ... he had in muid a rwm worthy of the 

students who would inhabit it for a full year, students who were enroiied 

in one of the most advanceci humanities courses off& by the 

school ...My these students would be assigned to this rmm. It would 

be @kt. The walls themselves would almost exhale knowledge 

and tnith (BT, p. 29). 

In this selection, Hawley is show practicuig his nostalgia hannlessly through 

architecture, as a sort of Prince Charles of Cleveland. However, the imposition of his slant 

on schwlhg recails Conrad again, when the Narrator foregrounds the social Darwinism of 

"worthy " students and "perfed" educational experiences. 

The Narrator aisures that Hawley's actions in the classroorn are also shown to have 

serious consequences. Initiaily, he confides; "severai of his students were tired of his 

philosophy class they told me, disappointed in it; they found Hawley overly opinionated 

and indoctrinating; and they had responded by shutting down.. (BT, p. 16). Afier 

rerninding me that Plato's cave allegory "asks what is a leadern (BT, p. 179), the Narrator 

speiis out that Hawley offers up "lectures, as he does about 90 percent of the talking in his 

philosophy class that's what they amount tom (BT, p. 173), and then becornes overtly 

critical with "once Hawley begins, he drives through his classes, charges hem, 

jackhammers, sprints" (BT, p. 179). He continues by showing Hawley piaying the 

students out, "us(ing) their definitions against them, or borrow(ing) their words to prove 

his own point. There's a constant butting of heads and Hawley always wins...Hawley - 

never concedes" (BT, p. 174). Students are ultimately presented as seekuig umup(s) de 

grace" (BT, p. 188) as the primary method of discourse with their teacher and headmaster. 

These actions echo deeply against Hawley's pronouncements about havhg "a heroic 

vision" for boys based on "like or trust" (BT, p. 360). 

Being alert to Rick's trajectory in Bovs Themselves allows me as reader to 
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discover that Hawley's revaie of self control, appropriate love, moderation, and upright 

moraiity is interpenetrated with authOntarian and unfair practices. Even more than with his 

development of Nancy, the Narrator is able to involve me as a reader in the ta& of 

wntemplating a sense of "lived experience" (van Mann, 1990, p. 27) based on aspects of 

narrative construction. 
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Chaptes Five 

The Narratoc Who am I? 

In narrative inquiry we see that thepractices drawn out in the research 

situation are lodgeù in our personal knowledge of the world. One of 

our tasks in w r h g  narrative amunts is to convey a sense of the 

complexity of ai i  the "I's"; aii  of the ways each of us have of knowing 

(ConneIly & Clandinui, 199 1, p. 140) 

1s there a character named the Narrator in Bovs Thernselves? There is cectainly 

someone who identifies this text as his personal story-"a journey into my pastu (BT, p. 9). 

Howeva, there is more than one "In speaking in Bovs Themselves, as Ruhlman describes 

his "lived experience" (van Manen, 1990, p. 27) as  a participant observer through the 

words, thoughts, and actions of a Narrator. By means of this trope, Ruhlman gains an 

abiiity to decenter or "bracketn hunself nom his role as an author, and mate another 

perspective runnSng paralle1 to his main debate 

The appemance of such a Nmtor  calis attention to the challenges this author faces 

in defining an appropriate role for himself in the ongoing process of observation. The 

Namtor also aliows for an examination of Ruhlman's representation of theother 

participants in Bovs Them selva, in cornparison with himself. Most importantly though, 

the existence of the Narrator demands a different level of understanding fiom me as a 

reader, as 1 consider what this Narrator reveals about "what 's gained and lost in narrativew 

(Bruner, 1996, p. 130). 

Evey text has some form of narration, but why did Ruhlman include such an 

awkward and troublesome voice in Bovs Themselves? After all, this is a Narrator describes 

participants with passages Be: 

Paul does have the odd, cartoonish look of someone who could well 
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have been born looking exactly as he does today. One can almost 

imagine the dodor arriving at the side of Iris, who's exhausted h m  

labour, and handing her a swaddled Paul, with spectacles perched on 

his formidable beak, moustache damp and glistening, the distinctive 

Adam's apple cniising a long tubular ne& "Congratulations, Mrs. 

Bailin, it's a forty year oldw (BT, p. 76). 

As a reader, 1 can speailate that a Narrator who speaks out this oddly might be 

included in Boys Themselves for several reasons. Perhaps the Narrator is hinting that the 

entire text is a fable. Possibly he is experimenting with postmodem literary techniques in 

the style of Julian Barnes, who Ruhlman credits as an influence (BT, p. 375). He could 

even be a response to requests for "artfulw (Barone, 1995, p. 67), "wnfessionaiw(Van 

Maanen, 1988, p. 93), or "newW(Wolfe 1973, p. 3 1) voices in texts. Such possibüities 

indicate that this character warrants special care, as he also appears to exact a price h m  the 

author who creates him 1 suggest the inclusion of the Narrator foregrounds the genuine 

paradox of Bovs Themselves; the way in which Ruhlmanfs personal story v e r s  this text 

away fiom a defense of single sex schooling into a much more emotional tale. 

Committed theorists of narratology could produce volumes on Bovs Themselvest 

with their discussions of narrator types in conjunction with variations in audiencedreaders 

and of course, authors. In this chapter, 1 focus on only two narratological concepts of the 

many applicable to my discussion of this Narrator. From Chatman (and others) 1 have 

adopted the idea that a narrative can be divided into a %toryN- the wents in a text, as well as 

a "discoursew-the means by which these events are arrangeci and cornmunicated to me as 

reader. Both Chatman (1978) and Genette (1980) speak of story and discourse as 

representing two different narrative levels, allowing a reader to develop a relationship with 

both a narrator and author at the same time. That said, 1 make no pretense of attempting an 

exhaustive account of the very complex texhial relationships possible between this author 

and his narratord creation. My intention in this chapter is to discuss the Narrator as a 

participant at the story level of Boys Themselves, comparing his treatment to that of Nancy 
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Lemer and Richard Hawley. 

As well, this discussion is predicated on a variation of the accepted pnnciple of the 

implied author fostered by Booth (1980). As a g e i d  mie, the implied author is a 

constnict that is created by the named author to act as his/her idealized proxy. In Bovs 

Themselves , there is certaidy an "1" who is an omniscient pweyor of opinions, figures, 

and thematic structures. Howevez, wwhile interpreting bah the implied author and the 

Narrator as textual mations 1 cannot ignore the cornmon sense way in which Ruhlman is 

the author of Bovs Themselves. According to Wisatt and Beardsley, 

the speaker of a literary work cannot be identifiai with the author-and 

therefore the character and condition of the speaker can be known 

by interna1 evidence alone-unless the author has provided a pragmatic 

context, or a claim of one, that cainects the speaker with himself 

(Wimsatt & Beardsley, 1998, p. 749). 

Bovs Themselves is the end result of a study, and has been published with the 

names of participants intact. At least one of the "Ps" in this text is a man named Ruhlrnan, 

and even the students' pseudonyms are only lightly disguised. Applying an unreflective 

application of literary criticism meihods could dehumdze these people, many of whom are 

still a part of the University School community. As a result, this text seems to require just 

the sort of "pragmatic context" (1998, p. 749) Wmsatt and Beardsley specify for 

shortenhg of the metaphorid rope between the implied author and Ruhiman the 

researcher. It is a challenge to consider the distance between the "1"s as part of my ta& to 

read carefully and "tactfiilly" (van Manen, 1990, pps. 1-2) for a i i  participants in Bovs 

Themselves. Howeva, this "pragmatic context" also offers a unique opportunity for an 

understanding of Ruhlman as a person who is "making sense of..experiencest' (Bruna, 

1996, p. 130). Al1 the same, the admittedly theoretical tool of an implied author makes it 

conceivable to see the N m t o r  in Bovs Thernselves as the major influence on the story, 

whereas the implied author controls the discourse. In the end, 1 do consider that there is a 
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constructed implied author in this chapta; while maintaining an awareness of the 

individuals involved. 

"Readerlyw (Barthes, 1974, p. 4) texts encourage readers to wnduct themselves 

as receivers of an unalterable artifad- On fint glance, the Narrator in Bovs Themselves 

performs only "readerly" fiinctions, in that h e  controls the readm's knowledge of his y- 

at University School. Technicaliy , h e  is weLI designed for this role, being a first- 

person(homodiegaic) narrator "who acts as a characta within the taie which he is 

narratingw (Genette, 1980, p. 245). The actions and conversations of the other participants 

are presented by this Narrator, eïther through scenes in which the participants inter- with 

him, or through passages of interior monologue. 

The elements of vezisimilitude, tension, and emphasis are both tools of the Narrator 

and elements of his own construction. A close reading of the Nanator shows that he is vay 

distinct from the implied author, as h e  is found only at the story level, generally speaks in 

present teme, and affects a lyrical vocabulary. In amtrast, the researcher "1" is able to 

inhabit both narrative levels usually refers to ail events in p s t  taise, and favours a more - 

bland tone of speech. This oonstniction occasionally produces odd paragraphs where 

tenses and dialects bang together, such as in ; "I'd hoped that catching him off guard would 

give me a slight advantage. 1 want to be a part of this" (BT, p. 120). 

The text begins with the authoritative implied author plunging me into a boy's 

bedroom, introducing me to University School, and announcing that Bovs Themselves is 

an argument in favour of boys' schools. On page nine, the researcher "I", who "arrived 

with questionst' (BT, p. 9) is joined by the aforementioned Narrator "I", who had 

"graduated from this place more than a dozen years earlierw (BT, p. 9). From this point on, 

the Narrator is an ongoing presence, offering both descriptions and editorializing on the 

thoughts and events salient to ail of the characters in Bovs Themselves. 

As with any first-person narration, it's impossible to ignore this Narrator's bia& 

especially since he is always directly involved in the events described. Not surprisingly, the 

Narrator is h m e d  in a way that anticipates my doubts about these limitations. Fiist, he 

attempts to lessen my concems about his maturity and cornpetence, by rerninding me that 
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he is an adult and a magazine editor, someone who keeps carefd notes by "lookuig at my 

fittle tape recordern (BT, p. 20). Then he makes it clear that he is as fksh to the specifics of 

Hawley's views as 1 am ("Before 1 muid sit 2, BT, p. 19) and implies that we can both 

begin his story at the same time. 

But despite these claims to rationality, the Narrator offas a long series of less than 

plausible interpretations of what he sees and hem. He ad& the fkst of many editorial 

comments at the end of this sentence: "1 kept lwking at rny little tape recorder, half 

expecting to see steam rising h m  it" (BT, p, 20). This fancifiil conjecture starts the yet 

another guessing game about verisimilitude as "unstable relationships between or within 

chamcters and their circumstancesn (Pheian, 1996, p. 30) in the text. 

This pattern of fabulism through the voice of the Narrator continues throughout 

Boys Themselves. Though lovely prose, the following passage catainiy must lead any 

reader to wonder about judgrnent criteria like "veracity and fallibility" (Carter, 1993, p. 8) 

for this character: 

Ali year long people kept aslcing me how had the school changed? 1 

could never answer. Eventually 1 stopped trying to say anything because 

it hadnt changed. When 1 arrived in September for the fkst &y of 

school, the sense of ghosts was so strong I almost expected to see my 

old classmates drifting in and out of the lodrer area (BT, p. 375). 

This Narrator is not simply a conduit of impressions about University School, 

issued by the text to me  as reader. But perhaps it is neither possible, nor essential, to have 

literal descriptions. Mer ail, the Narrator is reporting on the contents of his own mind in 

this selection. Nonetheiess, the vaacity of the Narrator's words have an impact on the 

legitimacy of the larges story. 

In chapter three, 1 suggest that one of the compelling paradoxes in Boys 

Themselves is the enigmatic portraya1 of Nancy. Nancy's presence in this text is 

dominated by the Namatois repeated demonstrations of her lack of credibiiity and stability. 
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nie small dispute atmut Nancy in the classoom, where the N'tor pIaces her daim that 

she is 'the most unmdinated woman in the world ' (BT, p. 28), up against his statement 

that 'the most unc-ted woman in the world bas an agile improvisationaf. c i a s ~ f ~ ~ m  

style" (ET, p. 30), sesn much more questionable in light of his larger pattern of hyperbole 

The Narrator's pradiœof sumrnariziug Nancy's thaights, re-working h a  conversation 

into contextless fragments, and especially providing me with interior thou@& about "bad 

hair &ysn (BT, p. 3% lead me as reader to discount his representation of her larger 

concems, such as f e s m  and religious discrimination as weli. The N m t o r  brushes off 

such quibbles about vaisimüitude with comments like "that's fiction-good fiction c-yn 

@T, p. 56), but it would appear that this is one cost of including the Narrator in BOVS 

Themseives. His attraction to implausibility challenges and undermines the veracity of the 

discourse level of the text-the argument for singie sa schooling. 

The costs of miting the Nvrator into Bovs Themselves begs the question of his 

value to the story. A key to understanding his presence is to look beyond how this 

character tunctions as a shaper of the othe participants' stories, and listm to what he says 

about himself. The critical incidents the Narrator chooses to reveal, and the stance he  

adopts as a self-refereritial stocyteîiing charader greatly énhance Bovs Themselves as a text 

of "lived experience" (van Uanen, 1990, p. 27). 

Most directiy, the N m o r  alïows Ruhlman to tell a personal story of "boyhoodn 

(BT, p. 375) and i t ~  traces, as part of his "joumey into my pastw(BT, p. 9). For me as 

reader, this invitation into the Narrator's "lived experiencen (van Manen, 1990, p. 27) 

helps me gain a sense of the private motivations behind a young man's study of his own 

school. At first, 1 cannot separate this naive and myopic feliow from the obsenra: "1". and 

1 try to read the Naffatorfs story l i t d y .  Soon enough though, the tensions between the 

Narrator's point of view and my apprehensions about the text lead me into a more 

metaphorical reading. 

Perhaps out of defaence to Nancy and Hawleyfs real life wunterparts, this 

Narrator is the charactez who spends the majority of the text as a structurai prop. He 

provides a thread of customary tension; traveiing on that "joumey" (BT, p. 9) h m  season 
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to season, ov-ming problems along the way. But despite, or perhaps because 0' bis 

obvious constm~têdnes~ the Narrator is also the most compelling voice in the text- 

Just as for Hawley, I find t h  tension for the Narrator is contained in the conaict 

between his interna1 and extemal lifc Hawley is presemted as a photopph-fiozen at the 

same point on the nnal page as he is in his introduction. He is "enfram[ëdJ" (Heidegger, 

1977, p. 20) by the Narrator through cornparisons of his words and deeds, ordering him 

into a series of "proofs" of bis limitations. But, although the headmaster's incongrnous 

thoughts and actions slowly accumulate to a create a sense of impending doorn, there is no 

denouement for Hawley in the story. 

The Nimator also has predicaments, but they are woven into a satisfyîng resolution. 

In Bovs Themselves, White's "orda of meaningw (1980, p. 5) plays out in the Narratofs 

refashioning from a researcher into a biographa. This story within a s to j  involves the 

Narrator in a performance based on fasciaaton ratha tban credibility. In amplete 

opposition to the detached and omnipotent voice of the researcher "1". this Narrator feds a 

lot7 but knows very iittle. He rnakes this plain in bmad statements like "1 honestly don't 

know what to believe anymoren (BT, p. 249) and "1 can't teil if she's angry or @adw (BT, 

p. 232). This lads directly into his quest for "boyhood"(BT, p. 373, as the Narrator 

gradually feels his way into a whimsical, boy-üke state of mùiâ. This boyhood motif is 

central to the Narrator's story, and an examination of its progression in Boys Themselves 

demonstrates how powaful such depictions are in the hands of a persuasive author. 

The fear of social change that pulls the Narrator into "boyhood" (BT, p.375) Ieads 

him to speak of the world of University School as amazïng. He arrives at school hill of 

warm mernories, and commences his project of reattaching to a place that he beiieves 

remains unchanged. At first he flows along, as "someone who asked a lot of questions 

(BT, p. 20). In "Fallu, the Narrator contours his reports in a professional manner, saying, 

"On Thursday, November I l , I  arrive as usual around eight, buttoning my shirt c o k  and 

knotting my tic as 1 move toward my seat in the auditorium ... essential routine. 1 take out 

my notebook, though more often than not, there is little to record ..." (BT, p. 100). 

However, he contrasts these temperate thought s with, "1 have every reason to believe 
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assembly wiil carry on as it does most every days of the school year until it occm to me 

that the atmosphere in the assembly, like a slack cord, has suddeniy pulled taut" (BT, p. 

100). 

The tension created by these ongoing interjeaions of mystery are sprinkled 

throughout the text. Over time though, it gradually dams on him that the adula in Bovs 

Themselves dont see the word this way, and he identifies more and more with the young 

students. Passages crop up where the Narrator s h a . ,  "I'd tned to remain impartial but 1 

couldn't help myseif h m  siding with Tyler. Like most of the students, 1 was surprised by 

the gravie of the situation, created entireIy by the headmaster himself" (BT, p. 1 19-120). 

In his mind, the situation declines, as he M e r  undalines a pattern of tensions between 

himself and the adults at University Schml. He c1a;'ms that, ".adults seemed to bristle with 

suspicion when 1 entered a room...I began to wonder what it was that peuple didnt want 

me to know ... something was rotten haen  (BT, p. 248). Again the Narrator uses tense 

changes to slip around in his w v e  (and mine); developing a context that is both 

actual and symbolic. The passage finishg with two puzzling lines; "1 reium the next day. 

The school is standing where it always wasn (BT, p. 248). As a reader, 1 am brought up 

short by this shift in tense, tone, and meaning; and become an eavesdropper on what feels 

like an emotional transition for this character. 

A later revelation begins the climax of the Narratof s story. The image that triggers 

his memory occurs when a teacher reminds him, "1 pess this was kinda like a graduation 

for you too" (BT, p. 374). He continues, "1 hadnt thought about it till then then but she 

was nght ... 1 am leaving" (BT, p. 374). Finally, the Narrator wraps up with, 

I'm feeling pretty peculiar, leaving high school for the second time ... 
almost exactly thiriem years ago, I had driva away from my high 

school on a day very much like this one, sunny and hot, alone in my 

car. There are times when you don't want to be an adult, and today is 

one of them (BT, p. 375). 
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The Narrator's attempt to redefine himself coincides with his acknowledgment that 

the researcher "I', has been submerged by this boyhood story. He admits, "A male myself, 

I saw nothing else; how could 1 nedy observe what 1 was immersed in, what containeci 

me?" (BT, p. 343). He then revisits the overarching argument of the text's discourse level- 

"single sex education and boys' schoolsw and separates himself fiom the debate by labeling 

it as "abstractw (BT, p. 343). 

Of course ili never know if Ruhlman aeated his Narrator to paform these 

subversive acts and deconsmict his tactual authority. However, while chalienging myself 

to interpret this voice with wtact", 1 stiü read the Namtor character as a repercussion of the 

act of participant observation for his author. The existence of this Narrator seems an 

acceptance that inclusiveness in the University School community remaùis an illusion, like 

the ghosts the Narrator imagines in the halls. 

Refleding on both the allocation of narrative space and the approach to his portrayal 

(emphasis), leads me to final speculations about the Nmtor's role in this schwl story. 

Here, author Ruhlman shows himself to be in full command of his mntemporary wrïting 

skills, skillfdly using ironic emphasis to manipulate the Narrator's "lived experiencem (van 

Manen, 1990, p. 27) for persuasive purposes. For me as reada, the ironic and self- 

reflexive aspects of this character offer a pause from the story, where 1 can to contemplate 

upon "readerly" and even "writerly" (Barthes, 1974, p. 4) layers of his representation. 

Even though BOYS Themselves is not a fiction by popular or critical definition of 

that tam, the Narrator demonstrates some play with the features that coincide with 

postmodern fictional writing. The postmodern predilection for intertextual referenca has 

already surfaced in this text's casting of Hawley as both Kurtz and Hamiet. The manner in 

which the Narrator's self refaential exploration of his "lived experienceW(van Manen, 

1990, p. 27) self-consciously acknowledges its amfice reflects these interests as well.The 

Narrator's ironic reflexivity acknowledges the incongruity of his return to high school, and 

how this may be a marker of his fear of societal change overall. Such emphasis is also a 

gentle critique of his job performance, since he blurs the roles of participant obsaver into 

that of a barely refiective participant. He justifies himseif with coy asides like "how could 1 
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freely observe what 1 was immgsed in, what containeci me?" (BT, p. 343). 

The Narrator plots his story for me with a series of qiialifications that underscore 

his role as a self aware beguiier. He admits this dimension of himself, using 

understatement to question his own reliability. As noted earlier, the first pages of BOY s 

Themselves declare this text as an appeal to save boys* schools Meanwhile, the Nanator 

announces the opposite; that "... 1 came here with no conclusions whatsoeverw (BT, p. 

20). He also reports that others question his credibility, as Nancy jokes, 'hre we supposed 

to tell him the tmth?" (BT, p. 20). 

Kaufmann (1994) assats that pst-modem narrators are more likely to be explkit 

about the problems and processes involved in the act of nanation. This is certainly a feature 

of the Narrator in Bovs Themselves, who steps out of the text to say things me: "Tt should 

be noted that when 1 use the words "busy" or chaoticw their meaning is particular to this 

school" (BT, p. 60). and "1 honestly donPt know what to believe anymore" (BT, p. 249). 

The  Namator's direct addresses to m e  as reader describe his story within the story far more 

than they report on a time span of research. 

AU of these applications of emphasis in Bovs Themselves have at least two effeds. 

Most obviously, the abstractions force me as reader to attempt a deciphering of the 

relationship betweai the Narrator and the researcher "1". In a i i  of this my awareness is 

redirected from the events on the story Level to consciousness of the text's development. 

Secondly , the overt rhetoricity of the emphasis draws attention to the Narrator's voice in a 

rather different way. In an esdation of the use of irony to distance himself from Hawley, 

the Narrator employs this ongoing strategy to shifi my attention from the problematic 

abuses of power the researcher "1" has uncovered at University School. A noteworthy 

example of the  Narrator's maneuvering is his introduction of the headmastds thmnes and 

opinions about gender, where he claims that the renowned expert "diddt sound like a 

headmaster at all" (BT, p. 20). 

Hillis Miiler maintains that 'irony is truth-telling, or a means of tmth tefing, 

unvaling. ..it is also inadvertently a means of participationw (Hillis Miller, 1989, p. 222). 

Certainly, seeing the Narrator as a recalcitrant element of Bovs Themselves foregrounds 
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him as communicatively subversive styiist and orator. 1 find that this play within the 

character of Namtor-his ironic asides, his sarastic renderings of 0th- and his 

manipulation of hirnself aiso engages me as read& in the construction of his 

characterization. And if this Narrator denies interpretive certainty, he neverthe1ess points 

toward the creative potentiai ofa participatory, "writaly" (Barthes, 1974, p. 4), text more 

than any other element of Boys Themselves. 
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Chapter Six 

Research and Persuasion in Boys Themseives 

In the firsî chapter of Boys Themselves, Michael Ruhiman desai'bes himselfas a 

reporter seeking &a 'alocal story with a national angie" (BT, p. 19). By providuig this 

resurne, Ruhiman invites me as reader to expect a tale, but also sanctions his textrs drift 

into journalistic apparent objectivity. 

The most obvious examples of this drifting occur when Ruhlman Uiserts a series of 

essays or explications into the story in support of boys' schools. These additions are 

primarily a sequenced history of his anversations with educational researchers and 

cornmentators Cornelius Riordan and Diane Ravitch, dong with Richard Hawley. Are 

these digressions found in Bovs Themselves b u s e  Ruhlman the reporter feels obligated 

to provide a reader with his sources? Or does this connection between data, charaeters, and 

events indicate a persuasive, (and more broadly, ideological), purpose behind the text? 

As reader, I see these aliegedly fadual driftings as omens-the smunding stories 

seem more shaped in my eyes as each data segment is presented. 1 question whether these 

digressions deserve their own status as a narrative, with expectations of tensions and a 

satisfying conclusion. By the time I've reached "Spring", 1 do expea them, and the larger 

process of narrative comprehension in the text seems voiced over by these fragments. 1s 

each digression something to decode, modifying my response to the author, Narrator, and 

people researched? Indeed, in this interplay baweai argument and description in BOY s 

Themseives, there may be a narrative which is intended to be Wre Carter's (1993) 'theory 

of something" (p. 9). 

Perhaps boys' schools need and deserve a defender Like Ruhlman, who wiU prote 

these "evolutionary oversight(s)" (BT, p. 8) from assimilation through the time honoured 

tradition of tract writing. Possibly 1 am critical a reada. 1 find this position of open 

mindedness demanding though, as this text is conceived on two controversiai pnnciples. 

The first is a premise that a "national opinion" (BT, p. 9) seessingie sex schools as "elitist, 

snobbish, and Victorianw as well as "oppressively severe, frigid, and scarringw (BT, p. 
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345). In order to attend to the narrative of educational research in Bovs Themselves, 1 must 

acquiesce to this author's argument about the existence of a nation (The United States) of 

people who are either for or against boys' schools. Mer accepting this principle, I must 

also agree that "both positions couid not be right" (BT, p. 10) in order to keep reading. 

In addition, Bovs Themselves demands that I toleate a finite definition of gender. 

In chapter hvo, Ruhiman reiterates his beliefs about culture as bifurcated , where "issues" 

are "pitting men and womm against each other" (BT, p. 19). He then proposes an 

investigation of boys' schwk constructeci soiely on this namw us vs. them definition of 

genda. Howevtr, an ai- reader of Bovs Themselves notes that Ruhlman's "paradoxw of 

"biology" (BT, p. 18) is not the only one in the text. He has either mislaid or ignored the 

paxtners closetexi with gender in any cuiture; powa and economic status. 

The supposition that gender in educational research is about more than surface 

diffaences between girls and boys has many respeaed adherents (AAUW, 1992; Anyon, 

1984; Lee & Bryk, 1986). In light of the contemporary play on gender by Crawford and 

Unger (2ûûû), Herdt (1993a), Kessler and McKenna (1978) and others, it seems 

increasingly gauche to cMm a f i t e  line between males and femaies at ali. 

Genda issues in education once focused on girls' schooling with masculinity 

being regarded as the nom by which success is measured (Geile, 1978; Spender, 1981; 

Tetreaui t, 1987). Howevm, the aforementioned perspectives have problematized 

masculinity, leading to its reexamination as a social construct and a amtext-bound 

phenornenon. Authors such as Segai (1990) and Gilligan (1982) specifically posit that the 

research around gender and schooiing reflects the devdopment and nourishment of power 

and status differences throughout society as a whole. 

However, it is possible to empathize with Ruhlman's perception of some gender 

orienteci research as "anti-male" (BT, p. 356). Currentiy, much of the research and most of 

the media attention around boys and young men pathologizes the experience of 

masculinity. There are common focuses on boys' mure at school mmpared to girls' recent 

accomplishments, desaibing their reluctance to reach out to others, and male risk-taking 

and substance abuse. Boys are also reportai to have rising crime and suicide rates, high 
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unemploy ment, and an irresponsible approach to parenthood (Dale, 1974; Pollack, 2000; 

Riordan, 1990). Mass market publications such as Reaching UD for Manhood: 

Transforming the Lives of Bovs in America (Canada, 1998) are stnictured around 

statements such as "our beliefs about maleness, the mythology that surrounds being male, 

has led many boys to min" (p. 2). The renowned Harvard Research Centre of Women's 

Psychology, Boys' Development, and the Culture of Manhood operates fiom the 

perspective that there is: 

an enormous crisis of men and boys is happening before our eyes 

without our seeing it. Therds been an extraordinary shift in the plate 

tectonics of gender; everything we ever thought is open for examination 

(Brawer, cited in Rosenfeld, 1998, p. 2). 

Bovs Themselves is a text that a n  be lmted within this context of masculinity 

reappraisal predicated on alarm and crisis. In speaking of gender as a category of "breached 

noms" (Bruner, 1996, p. 13 l), this author is not outlandish or even unusual. However, 

Bovs Themselves presents a very narrow spectrum of the published material about single 

sex education available to Ruhlman. Furtha, his readhgs of the work he does use pose 

questions about political agendas, authorial transparency, and candor. 

Concerns about the research presented by Ruhlman are apparent in the first pages of 

Bovs Themselves, when h e  declares that, "beginning in the late 1970's and growing 

steadily, research has describeci clear advantages of single sex education over coeducation 

in both cognitive and social outcomes" (BT, p. 8). This is not an isolateci statement, as he 

attests to "proofs" (BT, p.355) repeatedly throughout the text. Other assertive claims 

include; "the entire past decade of research would seem to have boded well for single-sex 

schools and, particularly , for the pnvate boys school ..." (BT, p. 350). In contrast, my 

own literature review suggests that studies about single-sex eduation present conflicting 

claims. Ruhlrnan's assurance of clarity and success in research findings notwithstanding, 

the information concerning the benefits of single-sex schmls for either gender is actually 
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lunited and inconclusive; and nearly al l  of the research studies published =fer to identifying 

and remedying imbaIances towards female studaits only. 

Three Approaches to Gender Onented Research 

Eauitv Focus. 

Very roughiy, thae are three approaches in both research and popuiar discussion 

about gender and schooling. G e n d y ,  feminist paspeaives direct attention to the concept 

of equity-that a l l  students should be able to learn successfully, with an emphasis on social 

and attitudinal outcornes (AAUW, 1992; Lee & Bryk, 1986). Thus, much of the 

burgeoning commentary about boys achievement can seen as a continuation of previous 

research on the challenges girls face around schooling. Sadker and Sadka (1994), and 

Smurak (1998), are examples of a major focus on differences in learning styles and the 

quantitylquality of teacher-pupil inteactions in both qualitative and quantitative feminist 

literature. At least partially as a result of these studies, some researchas believe that many 

girls can benefit fiom single sex education. Benefits suggested by Robinson and Srnithers 

(1999) include increased opportunities to take on leadership roles and exposure to strong 

female role models. However, there is f a  l as  consensus about the benefits of single sex 

education for boys. When Ruhlman was composing Bovs - Themselves, equivocal studies 

b y Brody , Nagel, and Pace (1 994), Riordan (1990), and Lee and Bryk (l986), were al1 

widely avaiiable. 

Social Crisis Focus 

Another prolific area of debate about gender and schooling veers off into concems 

about morality and citirenship for all students; with a recurring theme of a societal crisis 

which can be mended through educational reform. This philosophical thread of decline and 

reform is the basis of considerable commentary, but minimal classroom based study. 
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Generaliy a drive for improvement in this strand of the literahire promises pedagogicai 

catainty within a Society characterized by uncertainty and instability (Aile-n, 1995). 

Ruhlman includes Ravitch in Bovs Themselves as a representative of this perspective, as 

well as a govemment spokeswoman. In inviting Ravitch into his text Ruhlman shows his 

political smpes, as Ms. Ravitch has been described as a "staunch consemative" intereste- 

in "the standards that existed at the cenhiry's outset" (Lemann, 2000, p. 89). 

Very often, this cal1 for reform is related to another overreaching focus in 

contemporary educational research; that which defines and promota principles of 

effectiveness for leaniing. School effectiveness arguments have captureci the enthusiasm of 

educational researchers, policy-makers, and politicians amss  the political spectrum, as 

school effectiveness studies have sought to estabiish that testing, cornpetition, and a 

concentration on basic skills wiil benefit whatever gender the researchers are examining 

( h o t ,  1982; Sadker & Sadker, 1994; Riordan, 1990; Thrupp, 1999). As weii, writings 

by DfSouza (199 1), and Bloom (1995) amongst others have contributed to a critique of 

acadernic standards for aLi American students in cornparison to foreign schooling. These 

studies pursue cornparisons of testing scores, graduation rates, and otha numerical &ta 

almost exclusively, searching to defamine which gender has an "advantage" (Riordan, 

1994, p. 2) over the other. What's more, because the majority of this research is 

quantitative, the aspects of diffaence in comparing data-variables becornes a paramount 

concern in these studies. Marsh (1989), and Wwinough, Guo, Leite, de Salmeida, Ryu, 

Wang, and Young (1997) all state that is difficult to separate the impact of single sex 

education fiom other variables a ffating student achievernent such as ethnicity , socio- 

economic status, academically biased student seleaion, and levels of parental support. The 

religious affiliations of many single sex schools are an additional element that is often 

acknowledged, but not rigorously examined Riordan, whose publication Bovs and Girls 

in School: Toeether or Saarate? (1 990) is paraphraseci extensively in Bovs Themselves, 
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defines his research in the late 1980's as about "the formal structure of single-and mixed- 

sex Cathoiic schools in the United Statesn @. 62). 

In Bovs Themselves, Ruhlman promotes boys' schools according to di three of the 

research threads outlined here Foiiowing Ravitch and AUen, he places boys' schds in "a 

time of despair in American education" (BT, p. 2 l), whae "the problems were far larger, 

the issues ïdkitely more complicated than simply addressing who lems more in what 

kuid of schwl" (BT, p. 355). As reader, I can detect this ideological construct of aisis in 

BOYS Themselves by page eight of the text, with the citing of Ravitch as the paxtial 

instigator of Ruhlman's "paradox" of gender. As a mernber of the Republican Bush 

administration (and education advisor to George W. Bush's 2 0 1  carnpaign), Ravitch 

espouses a paaisan position on education which includes privatization as a primary goal 

(Giroux, 1998). Ravitch is foremost a supporter of private schools, which coincidentally 

are the only schools now permitteci to be gender restricted in the United States. Ravitch 

speaks to readers of Bovs Themselves in her role as promoter of education as a 

fundamentaily financial "choicen by saying, "thae's a lot of ineffectuai schools now that 

ought to be put out of business ..." (BT, p. 352). It is no surprise that she asks "why 

should single sex education have to prove itself when meducation can't?" (BT, p. 9). By 

employing the controversial Ravitch as a voice in Boys Themselves, Ruhlman aligns his 

text with a "theory of. .."(Carter, 1993, p. 9) gender as a code word for partisan politics, 

social position, and wealth. This politicallgender rhetoric of us vs. them is reinforced in a 

truly disingenuous fashion, when a reader of BOYS Themselves is informai that "Dianne 

Ravitch was replaced in the new administration" (BT, p. 9), as if the incorning Dernoaats 

were unusual in removing such an official. As a reader, 1 am shepherded towards a sense 

of sy mpathy that, " her project to evaluate the efficacy of single-sex educational institutions 

was scrapped" PT, p. 9). Here, I detect a ideologicaliy persuasive purpose behind the 

text. 

Bovs Themselves also defends boys' schools as "goodn (BT, p. 163) on the basis 

of effectiveness. In this area of a "theory of something" (Carter, 1993, p. 9), Ruhlman 

adds his own spin to the classic efficiency arguments, declaring as "effective" schools that 
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have two things: 'forceful authoritarian, durable leaders" (BT, p. 159), and access to "all 

but guaranteed" (BT, p. 153) college entrance for students. As a reader, 1 concede that 

Richard Hawley is developed as both a forceful and an authoritarian character in the story 

of Bovs Themselves. It is when 1 begin to puli apart the apparentiy objective information 

about college entranœ statistics that my reiationship to the Bovs Themselves story wrapped 

around these data segments becornes uneasy. 

According to the literature, boys' schools are indeed remarkably successful and 

effective-if high levels of coilegeentrance are considered as a pnmary goal for a hi& 

school. However, researchers such as Coleman, Campbell, Hobson, Mcf artland, Mood, 

Weinfeld, & York (1966), Dale (1974), Lee and Bryk (1986) and Riordan (1990) ail note 

that the higher college entrance statistics achieved in d e  and fernale single sex schools are 

closely correlateci to socio-economic factors. Single sex schwls charge fees, and therefore 

draw from higher socio-econornic communities than most co-educational schools. As 

Ruhlman makes clear, "the dite prep schools did for many decades offer al l  but guaranteed 

inroads to the nations top colïeges for those who muld pay for that advantage ..." (BT, p. 

198). For Bovs Themselves to propose that 'rarely did attending a coeducational secondary 

school prove advantageous" (BT, p. 8) based on its acknowledged population of primarily 

"rich white boys" (BT, p. 199) is glaring imprecise. 

Of the 53 million school children in the United States, only 5.9 million or 11 

percent attend private schools, according to The National Association of Independent 

Schools (2000). These institutions are funded by student tuition, which ranges from a few 

thousand dollars to approximately 20 thousand dollars per year. The majority (83 percent) 

of these institutions are coeducational, dong with an estimated 8.9 percent that are for girls 

only, and a h a 1  7.4 percent which are boys' schools (NAIS, 2000). As a reader, 1 rebel at 

employing this minute population of students as a cornparison to ail of the other young men 

in America. This seems more than acclaim built on faulty reasoning, and ventures into the 

realm of misleadhg information. Ostensibly an academic establishment in which boys are 

educated for entrance to elite coikges, University School has less to do with academic 

accomplishments than it has with acculturation into the upper echelons of the larger social 
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body. In claiming the superiority of the aU male environment by way of this mlïege 

entrance argument, Ruhlman has conflated gender with privilege in A m m a n  society in 

such a unreflective manner that the entire text of Bovs Themselves becornes problematic. 

That Ruhlman f5ds this fusion of data and the environment of University School so 

mundane makes me a siceptical reader of the characters and events he creates as weli- 

The Case of Cornelius Riordan 

Ruhlman also plays with the more conventional aiteria of educational effectiveness. 

Although the text is sprinkled with references to research based "prwfs" (BT, p. 355) of 

value for boys' schools related to "cognitive and &al outcomes" (BT, p. 8), Bovs 

Themselves treads lightly on the traditional variables found in acadernic studies. Although 

this author cannot mention a meal in the student cafeeria without listing its courses, 

research variables in this text are describeci vaguely as "outfomes" or "academic outcomes" 

(BT, p. 354). This absence is particularly noticeable in the presentation of school 

effectivenas researcher Cornelius Riordan. In contrast to the almost stenographic detail of 

the experiences descrïbed in BOYS Themselves, Riordan's work and opinions are offered to 

a reader in a curiously ailegond manner. This compelling digression around Riordan 

stands out as a complication to decode in the ostensively objective reportage about boys' 

schools in this text. 

Although Riordan's work is reviewed at some length in Bovs Themselves, the text 

offers a rough, sometimes awkward, description of Riordan and his research; full of odd 

points of traction. As mentioned earlier, my literature review has documented very little 

research supporting benefits to boys who attend single sex schools. My own reading of 

Riordan's work does not suggest any benefits either, and these null findings are duly 

reported in Bovs Themselves. At points in the text Riordan is quoted as saying, 

1 estimate that white males in single sex schools in the regular sample 

score lower than th& peers in mixed sex schools, afier controllhg 
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for initial ability and home background-.. @T, p. 349). 

There's really very little difference in outcornes between those rnaies 

attending singie sex and those males attending ducationai schools 

(BT, p. 354). 

On the strength of statements like these, an informal reader might find Riordan's 

inclusion in Bovs Themselves a brave and inclusive act by the author. However, 

Ruhlman's method gradually becomes clear. By re-orienting Riordan from an impersonal 

researcher. to the central character in "a detective story " (BT, p. 346), his research is 

devaiued @to the realm of illustration, on the same level of worth as the author's opinions 

Riordan's physical description is offerrd in extensive daaü ("curly brown hair lightened by 

gray", BT, p. 346), and his working rnethods are itemized as if he were a member of the 

larger school story. W e  are told that "he sits at his de& and pores over statistical data from 

large sa le  surveys, cornparhg and controiling for countless variables. Numbers ody. Plus 

point one differentiai, Nqative point one clifferential" (BT, p. 347). But this poitrait 

becomes even more interestkg as it slides into a smes of non-sequiturs about the 

researcher's capabilities. These range from "Riordan doesn't do actual fieldworkw (BT, p. 

3471, to "that is really a rnistake on my partw (BT, p.354), and "in his book, Girls and 

Bovs in School he remained extremely cautious to the point, he later felt, of errer. He had 

sold boys' schools slightly short" (BT, p. 353). The most compelling expression about 

Riordan is the ciumsiest. What am 1 as reader to make of an apparent snub to ali researchers 

me, "anyone who works with numbers knows that they can be made ta perform 

remarkable tricks, and ducational researchers are trained to make them behave (BT, 

p. 3 47)? 

This presentation of Riordan appears in Bovs Themselves in order to make 

research that won't coopte  slip under the surface of editorializing by both men. Riordan 

is ultimately framed for the reader of this text as equivocating on research that doesn't 

support boys' schools, when he is interpreted as describing "that nuU(resu1ts) did not 
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mean negative, it simpiy meam that there was no advartage eitha way" (BT, p. 347). He is 

ais0 directly quoted in saying "single genda schools work They work for girls and boys. 

Women and men, whites and nonwhitesn (BT, p. 355). nie rhetorical flourish at the heart 

of this exercise cornes in a fascinating paramph on the proceeding page, when Riocdan is 

repositioned as a supporter of ~~cio-economic and g a d a  advantage in Society. Ruhlman 

claims, "furthermore, he would eventuaiïy postulate, the beaefits of gender and social bias 

that white boys now mjoy exceed evei the beriefits of single sex educationn. This is 

followed by Ruhlman's Suiffian modest propod; "by this reasoning-and its ail  but 

impossible to prove-as we work to diminish the racial and gender prejudices embedded in 

our society, white boys just like evaybody else wiU iacreasingiy be shown benefit h m  

the single sex environment" (BT, p. 354). As a readec, 1 find that this re-writing of Riordan 

and his research through the joining of data, characters, and evaits conveys a persuasive 

and ideological purpose behind Bovs Themselves. Due to this author's writing skiiis, he is 

able to lead me as reader through paraaphs of disarrnhg description, provide me with a 

theoretical analysis based on diversion, disparage his subject's profession, and still keep 

me reading. 

AU of this sophistry aside, it is when Boys Themseives promotes boys' schools as 

a shelter fkom "anti male sentimentn (BT, p. 356) that the driftlligs and insertions into the 

text become authentic, and thaefore powafuL When the text speaks out as a plea for boys' 

schools as a "great formn that is "blinking out of existencew (BT, p. 343), the emotional 

. core of this text reaches out to me as a reader from within the &ta based driftings. 

Although he disassociates himself in his role as Narrator from Richard Hawley, Ruhlman 

employs the headmaster as an eloquent expmt to explore the belief and ideal of "boyhoodn 

as "çomething more durable th an... more reai even, than male addthood" (BT, p. 375). The 

Narrator shows that Hawley's actions and principles have sexious consequences for 

students and staff, but the refuge off& by a state of being stmnger than Yhe anti-heroic 

age" (BT, p. 360) is too appealing for author Ruhlman to resist. 

Bovs Themselves describes boys' schools as "punch dmnk h m  years of anti-male 

sentiment, wandercing) around lost, try ing to figure out w hat had happened and why they 
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ciidn't have any fiends... (BT, p. 356). Both Ruhlman and Hawley appear to feel "punch 

dnink" (BT, p. 356) tm, like the institution they want to proted. As noted earlier, rnany 

of Hawley's statements are an unsettiing combination of scientific didactiàsm and a 

blacklwhite conception of masculinity. Haw1ey organizes the fernale halfof the human race 

as "dien" (BT, p. 20) and then equates fernale and feminist. He disparages ferninism as the 

location of those anti-"chivalric" enagies (BT, p. 359) his civilization has created For 

Ruhlman, Hawley offers a cure to the 'antiheroic age ... that does not iike or trust boys and 

men enough" because "boys' schools at their best" are "an antidote to much of what has 

gone wrong with Western culture" (BT, p.360). Even though the Narrator takes a gentle 

jab at Hawley as "having just dispatched theanti-male feminists and delivered another 

thnist of his lance to contemporacy cul ture..." (BT, p. 359), the author of this text clearly 

believes that Hawley is a "boys' school guru" (BT, p. 13), who can lead a reading public 

to their mutual cause of traditional social organization based on power and economic status. 

The culture of University School is describeci in Bovs Themselves as providing this 

sought after structure. As Ruhiman notes, "there was hardy any serious talk of genda at 

ali, which may simply be because the aü boyness at this school is simply everywhere and 

will continue to be so for the foreseeable hiture. It would be like fish attempting a serious 

analysis of the pros and cons of water" (BT, p. 172). Ruhlman is finaUy candid in 

describing his personal feeüngs of dienation when h e  womes that: 

mascu~uiity could somehow be fashioned , that its components could, 

every five years or so, be picked apart, scrutinized, then pop@ back 

together Like so many Lego blocks to form a shape that would match 

whatever mores happened to be in vogue that &y (BT, p. 18). 

The 'breached noms" (Bruner, 1996, p. 131) that contemporary society contends 

with, where "everything we ever thought is open for examination" (Brawer, cited in 

Rosenfeld, 1998) are very uncornfortable for Ruhlman. Hawley tells him, "boyhood is 

real, it stays in the man and keeps staying theren (BT, p. 375). With the cornfort of belief 
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Ruhlman is able to assure to me as a reader that "when he said this, 1 knew instantly that it 

was true" (BT, p. 375). 

In this chapter, 1 have bracketed the apparently objective explications that appear in 

tandem with this story about teachers and students. 1 arrive at this portion of the text as a 

wary reader, suspecting that my interpretation of the adjacent school story is modifid by 

these driftings. 1 assume these essays are digressions from the tale, perhaps created by 

Ruhlman's journalistic impulse to provide a reader with his çoufces. I challenge myself to 

be an open minded reader, even though 1 feel çonstrained to choose a seat in the audience 

that places me either for or against boys' schools. 1 also chafe at Ruhlman's polarized 

definition of gender. 

Although 1 question whether these digressions deserveci their own status as a 

narrative, 1 conclude that they are not separate h m  the main story at aU, but are inherent to 

the process of narrative comprehension in the text. The decoding the information provided 

by Ruhlman and his selected experts in these digressions forces me to consider the larger 

cultural context of this story. Furthamore. 1 am confronted by the selection of a voice as 

skewed as Ravitch's, and I'm perplexed by Ruhlman's process of reading Riordan's 

research, interviewhg him, and rwmiting the resulting material in a selective manner. On 

the other hand, 1 gain an empathy for both Hawley and Ruhlman, and their longing for life 

as it has always been for wealthy, male, Amencans. What's more, 1 note that the carefuliy 

constructed character of the Narrator design& to aUow Ruhlman reticence within Bovs 

Themselves becoma blurred during these segments. However, the way that gender 

becomes a code word for politics, and status definitely shapes rny impressions of the "lived 

experience" (van Manen, 1990, p. 27) that surround these explications. 1 have become an 

even more skeptical reader of the characters and events presented in Bovs Themselves. 

Carter's (1993) proposition of narrative as a "theory of somethingn (p. 9) may to 

offer an understanding of the persuasive connections between data, characters, and events 

in these portions of the text. When speaking of gender as a ideological category of social 

crisis, this blending of argument and description reveals a potent ideological purpose 

behind Bovs Themselves. 
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Chapter Seven 

Conclusion 

1 began this thesis with two directive questions, which 1 have entwined around a 

deep readùig of Bovs Themselves. My first question; "what is gained and what is lost in 

namative?" (Bruner, 1996, p. 130) has assisted me in situating the social and theoretical 

elements of this text within a field of contrasting discourses. My second question, "what 

are the beliefs or needs that shape this narrative?" is an offshoot of Carter's assertion that 

"narrative is a theory of somethingn (1993, p. 9). Considering the beliefs and needs 

underlying such theorîzation has allowed me to delve into the motivations and purposes of 

Ruhlman the researcher and writer. My reader's regard for this analysis will depend a great 

deal on what sort of questions he or she seeks to answer, as Pve not sought universal 

conclusions from the special case of Bovs Themselves as much as pursued an 

"understanding of understanding" (Phelan & Rabinowitz, 1994, p. 2). 

Ail the same, there are g e n d  presuppositions at work in this document. 1 have 

predicating my questions on a belief that many educational rgearchers have participateci in 

the "linguistic tum" (Derrida, 1978, p. xiv), and now miiect stories of schooling in order 

to represent them as "narratives of experience" (ComeUy & Clandinin, 1991, p. 121). 

And, aithough my ear has b e n  attuned to language and story elements such as character, 

verïsimilitude, emphasis, and tension, this examination is prefaced on an attempt to engage 

with these aspects of literary crïticism as they relate to human existence"1ived experience" 

(van Manen, 1990, p. 27). In this way, I have also tried to show that there is consequence 

in presenting the live. of individuals (iicluding researchers) through narrative foms. 

Lastly, 1 have set out to show that there are unstated propositions at work below the 

operations of this narrathe, which are tied to the nature of the text itself. 

Clearly, much of the attention Bovs Themselves has received rests on the prernise 

that it is a weli told story about crucial issues. In this document, 1 have taken the story's 

relevance as a given and concentrated on its telling. Indeeû, my paramount conceni has 
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been on how Ruhlman tells the story, how he mnstmcts his own narrative, and why afta 

close reading 1 remain uopersuaded by Bovs Themselves. 

1 have employed the tools of interpretive anaiysis to reach both inside andoutside 

Ruhlmants ideological and narrative horizons; to Listen carefûliy to his story as weii as 

question it strenuously. In asking, "what are the beliefs or needs that shape this 

narrative?"(Bruner, 1996, p. 130) 1 have reviewed the claims Ruhlman implicitly maices for 

his narrative through the relationships betweai data, intebpretations, and the story level of 

the text. At this junbure, 1 contend that Ruhlman's story doesn't engender the beliefs he 

promotes, but 1 mitigate this evaluation through considering the role of motivation in his 

construction of this narrative. 

What is Lost in this Narrative 

According to its author, Bovs Themselves has a simple theme-boys' schools 

deserve to exist because they provide a worthy segment of society with a means to shelter 

their way of life. As 1 have suggested throughout this document, such a horizon connects 

to an index of beiiefs about social change, econornic status, and genda. The following 

passages particularly resonate with the beliefs on which Boys Themselves is constmaed: 

Beginning in the late 1970's and growing steadily, research has 

described clear advantages of single sex education over coeducation 

in both cognitive and social outcornes (BT, p. 8) 

She is a tacher and a scholar who has taken the recent politicizing of 

the Western canon seriously, and found it tiresome (BT, p. 34) 

her husband &es a cornfortable living as an interventional radiologist, 

so she doesn't have to work at dl. Yet her colleagues have watched her 

parlay this part time schedule into a fuli time job (BT, p. 33). 
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the Esquire features and many of the mai's issues books aU seemed 

founded on the same premise: tbat masculiaity could somehow be 

fashioned, that its components could, every five years or so, be 

picked apart, scrutinized, then popped back together like so many 

Lego blocks to fam a sbape that would match whatever mores 

happaied to be in vogue that day (BT, p. 18). 

Hawley seemed a sort of reverse image Kurtz, dispatching soulful 

messages from a reverse image wildemess (BT, p. 18) 

This re-reading of Ruhlman's statements emphasizes the tight conneciion between 

reportage, research Gindings, characterktion, and editorialization in Bovs Themselves. 

Although the text professes to offer a variability of interpretations on these princîples 

through the voices of participants, it actually works to leverage interpretation by claiming 

that these assessments foilow directiy h m  authority outside of the text. Such universals 

as, "both positions muld not be right " (BT, p. IO), and this is "a time of despair in 

American education" (BT, p. 21), point to a predetemhed view of the world that is not 

created by the "Lived experience" (van Manen, 1990, p. 27) within the story. m a t  Ruhlman 

holds these beliefs is unsurprising. However, he incorporates them into Bovs Themselves 

in a marner that simplifies complicated issues, disregards crucial counter-evidence, and 

avoids political, social, and emnornic trends. Because of his predilections, Ruhlman infers 

that that these findings, editonaliting, and characterimions are given, not chosen, 

according to self-evident truths from the world at large Ruhlman's cornmonsensical 

assertions about ambiguity and uncertainty determine that there are no alternate 

interpreiations. Attached to Ruhlman's beliefs is a particular need; that I will read the 

namtive without considering that 1 might choose or reject his indisputable stance. 
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What is Gained in this Nanative 

The process of carefui reading 1 have undertaken in this thesis reveals that despite 

Ruhlman's beliefs and ne&, there are many alternative intapretations possible for Bovs 

Themselva. Based on the same observations provided about participants, the same 

research data, and the same reportage contained in this text itself, 1 have created my own 

version of this story and its discourse. Exposing the gap between observation and 

characterïzation of individuals, and casting an eye on this author's underlying ideological 

beliefs dissolves this narrative's "theory"; the necessity of private boys' schwls. 

Iroaically, both the author and the N m o r  have provided me with the rhetorical tools 

(such as emphasis, vexisimilitude, and tension) which expose the process of nmtivization 

within the text and force me as reada to seek another "order of meaning "(White, 1980, p. 

5). This opportunity to m a t e  my own interpretation of Bovs Themselves is what I believe 

is "gained (Bruner, 1996, p. 130) in this narrative, 

By focusing on the interpetive impliations of Bovs Themselves, 1 have placed an 

emphasis on a "theory of something" (Carter, 1993, p. 9) as an aspect of author motivation 

in this text. Seeing Carter's assertion in this way aliows another estimation of what is 

"good" in this narrative. According to Lincoln and Guba,"truth claims" (1985, p. 184) in 

educational narratives are sociaily negotiated. Based on this constructivist thinking, texts 

such Boys Themselves are always consequential, insofar as they are presented within a 

social context in a meaningful way. 

Character in this Narrative 

Ruhlman's telling of BOYS Themselves implies other ramifications for his 

motivations, as his arrangement o f  persuasive elements are primary feature of the way that 

this narrative works. As 1 have stresseci in my discussion of Nancy, Hawley, and the 

Narrator, there are questionable aspects of the representation of "iived experience" (van 

Manen, 1990, p. 27) in this text. In his re-voicing of participants, Ruhlman elasticizes 
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conversations, abridges events, and mocks and manipulates iife stories when he casts 

individuals as symbolic characters. His narrative's development is formed on thematic 

functions of the characters developed £rom these observations and conversations* As a 

result, this narrative p e r f i i s  as Ruhiman intendeci oniy when 1 am willing to regard each 

voice as a representative collage of others who thuik and act in the same way. The positive 

criteria of narrative mentioned in chapter one of this document included respectful, non- 

objecûfjhg portrayals of participants, but the rhetorid techniques of narrative have m t  

offered such authenticity to the people of University School. As such, the reconstruction of 

individual stories as a rhetorical strategy in BOY s Themselves is wanting, because Ruhlman 

fails to respect the intersection of individuai stories of schooiing and the larger cultural 

narrative he introduces about boys' schools. If Cornelius Riordan (the quantitative 

educational researcha so heavily cited by Ruhlman) had composed Boys Themselves, I 

may weU have found his data presentation les "artfil" (Barone, 1995, p. 67) or 

"compelling" (Barone, 1992, p. 21) than these stories of Nancy, Hawley, and the Narrator. 

Neveitheless, 1 dontt envision Riordan ever consciously subsuming his data to create a 

more exciting report. The translation of participants into characters in this text foregrounds 

the largest "loss" (Bruner, 1996, p. 130) in this narrative to the cause of rhetorical 

beguilement. 

Accessibilitv and Genre in this Narrative 

The motivation for such dubious portrayals may weil be rooted in Ruhlman's 

ideological goals, but 1 posit that the rhetorical strategies that shape "lived experiaice" (van 

Mana, 1990, p. 27) in this text are also due to considerations of accessibility through style 

and genre. Examining BOYS Themselva has provided an object lesson in the possibilities 

and pitfalls of accessibility in a narrative text. In chapter one, 1 proposed that narrative 

approaches to educational inquiry can destabilize boundaries betweai stories about 

education and the society these stories are told to. As 1 mentioned in chapter two, "the right 

to know" is a fundamental feature of our present society, and as such educational policy 
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and practice are legitimate topics for popuiar discourse Afta determining that an 

educational narrative is an instructive, wnonEictionai educational story" (Barone, 1992, p. 

17), 1 have pondered whether Bovs Themselves pdorms functions of enlightenment 

andlor entertainment, and found that genre blurrhg colours rhetoncal issues such as 

accessibility with cultural considerations, 

1 açcept Boys Themselves as a popular book, which is not a evaluation of either it's 

techniques or goals. The story of Universiiy School is well-told, with dramatic portrayals 

and exciting events unfolding at a rapid pace. As such it is a text which, for good and bad, 

straddles the boundaries between what is "interestingn (Kidder, cited in Othis, 1998, p. 1) 

and what is of "critical significancen (Barone, 1995, p. 64). Accepting this description, 

there is a great need for a text such as Bovs Themselves to organize cornplex concepts, 

depict theoretical positions, and especidy to expose people and institutions with "tact" (van 

Manen, 1990, p. 11). 

A possible "gainw (Bruner, 1996, p. 130) of this narrative is its intriguing mixture 

of homely accessibility and inûicacy of content; which pennits any reada to become a 

judge. Much theoretical writing about narrativeresearch espouses the idea that reality is a 

construct of the obsenrerlwriter, participant and reader (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; van 

Manen, 1990). Countless otha  leaders have followed the Narrator through his year at 

University School, perhaps puzzlïng over Nancy's radical re-temg, and catching their 

breath at Hawley's cornparison to Conrad's Kurtz in the same way 1 did. However, thae is 

a possible "loss" @niner, 1996, p. 130) attached to this constitution and evaluation of 

reality through texts. For a reada who is exposed to a numba of narratives about 

schooling, Ruhlman's volume is liable to be sifted and positioned thoughtfhlly. It is 

disquiethg to contemplate Bovs Themselves as any reader's only exposure to stories of 

schooling. 

Although I have described Bovs Themselves as popular, a careful reading of this 

text need not autornatically lead to restricting its genre. Ruhiman does describe himseifas a 

joumalist; and he follows many conventions of this mode, including using participants' real 

names, and a dependence on the testimony of experts. However, BOYS Themselves, 
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perhaps intentiondy, defies categorization. As this analysis has ïliustrated, there is also 

much of this text that partakes of the literary, especially in regard to postmodern reflexivity, 

as weIl as characterhtion and emplotrnent. And if Ruhlman has consciously combineci the 

techniques and styles of fidon writing and journalism to produce a report of hdings, he 

cm take cornfort in Denzin's description of a research document with "thick description" as 

one that, "does more than record what a person is doing. It goes beyond mere fact and 

surface appearanca. It presents detail, context, emotion, and the webs of social 

relationships that join pasons to one another. Thick description evokes emotionality and 

self-feelings.. . " (Denzin, 1989, p. 83). 

When seeking a text to study, 1 couldn't distinguish between Savane Inea-uaiities 

(Kozol, 199 l), In School @@den, 1995), Bovs Themselves, or an article in Readerls 

Digest, as ali told storks about Uidividuals in schools. This quandary highiights another 

facet of narrative accessibility ; the acceptance of a multitude of authors for educational 

stories. Earlier 1 cded on Lyotard, who describes a "crisis of legitimacy" when namative 

texts, aithough they "define what has the nght to be said and done in the culture ... are 

legitimated by the simple fact that they do what they dow (Lyotard, cited in Rorty, 199 1, p. 

164). In my reading of Bovs Themselves, my judgments followed a lengthy interrogation 

of the text. The author1s personal vision defined the legitimacy of this story, and the 

compeuing manner in which this narrative paformed its reasoning seemed at times 

overwhelming. Whetha such opaqueness is a "loss" or "gain" for this narrative again 

depends on the questions a reader is wiiling or able to ask. 

If anyone can read a narrative with educational intent, does it foLlow that anyone 

write one? The ambiguity in BOYS Themselves points to the difficulty of reading dong with 

a "fish" who is making "a serious analysis of the pros and cons of waterw (BT, p. 172). 

Whet her this text is described as newfiterary journalism, an ethnography , or an educationai 

narrative, its centrai feature is the re-creation and re-experiencing of events and incidents as 

a pasonal story. In Bovs Themselves, the seif-awareness of the "researcha as instrument" 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 187) also blurs into author motivation, based on beliefs and 

needs. In chapter two, I introduced the "foxy characta" (Van Maanen, 1988, p. 76) who 
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inhabits a type of story known as a "confessional taien @. 75). Confessional taies are more 

about the personai experiences of the observer than those observed, and they seek to 

titillate, captivate, then amvince the reader of this version of events through compelhg 

revelations. Van Maanen's charaderization of the confessional tale links rhetorical concms 

to the motivations of those who represent "lived experience*(van Manen, 1990, p. 27). 

Without pigeonhohg Bovs Themselves as a textual type%I believe it that my interpretive 

inquiry has shown that Ruhlman is a confesser. Both the way Bovs Themselves is told and 

the content of this story illustrate that the author is focused on "making sense of 

experiences" (Bruner, 1996, p. 130) rather than presenting research findings Within the 

subjecîivity and rhetorical strategies that assist him in providing "quick jolts to the 

imagination" (Van Mamen, 1988, pp. 105- lO6), is a teilhg of Ruhlman's secrets-a 

confession of his beliefs, needs, and motivations. Viewing Ruhiman as a confessional 

wrïter rather t han as a joumalist, novelist, or researcher pe-ts him to blur more than just 

his genre and his job title. A confessional tale offers this author both authenticity and 

recourse to his beiiefs and needs. 

As 1 mentioned in chapter one, the growth of narrative as a research mode has been 

partidy in response to doubts about whether research can (or ought) to attempt value 

neutrality. As a confessionai text Bovs Themselves offas the "accessibility" and the 

"cornpellingness" that Barone puts forward as partial criteria for "judging the professional 

worth of educational stories". He also adds a third critaia, "moral persuasiveness", and 

says that "all three wiii bepresent in a good, popular narrative" (Barone, 1992, p. 21). 

Throughout this thesis 1 have wnnected rhetorical elements of lit- criticism such 

as verisimilitude, tension, and emphasis to Phelan's (19%) judgment about representations 

presented by, and the intentions inferred by, this author. In this way, 1 have foreshadowed 

ethical criteria by assessing motives and actions within the story in response to "breached 

norms" (Bruner, 1996, p. 131). Bovs Themselves certainly calls for restrictions in the 

"cultural conversation" (Keroes, 1999, p. 89), and plays with individu&' life stories. 1 

have challenged thae  purposes for BOYS Themselves. As reader 1 have extended this 

judging into imagining (through arm wrestling and more exalted means) ethical 
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conversations at the discourse level with Ruhlman direcîly. But here 1 must stop short of 

imposing a moral or obligation-on either this text or the people of University School. To 

align this text (or any text) as a purveyor of either general goodness or a specific category 

of morality seems a retreat into the origins of hemieneutics rather than an acknowledgment 

of a narrativefs "gains" (Bruna, 1996, p. 130). In my identity as reader of B o y  

Themselves, 1 have leamed to look in to a text for the human experience, and to read with 

"tact" (Van Manen, 1990, p. 1 1). 

Every weU-told story teaches something 

(Ricoeur, 1991, p. 427). 
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Petsonal Interlude: 

Who is the Reader? 

As 1 m e n t  a personal perspedive on my thesis experience, 1 remember it as a 

process of knitting together contradictions. Who do 1 teli about? The phrase "researcher as 

instrument" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 187) kept nsing to the surface as 1 negotiated my 

relationship with this thesis and the document it unravels. It al l  seemed so simple at the 

beginning. 

As 1 began to write chapta two of Narrative Goes to School, 1 realized that were a 

number of other social identities entwined with my freshly minted researcher self. Although 

1 had k e n  provided with a myriad of textual and real life examples of this conundrum, 1 

was unprepared for the mountain of "shouids" and "can'ts" that 1 harboured. 

Notwithstanding the repeated wamings from authors such as Connelly and Clandinin that 

a l l  threads of research are ultimately personal (1986), 1 sought a way to distance myself 

fkom opinion, and formulate a position strictly based of a close consideration the text. 

This was an signifiant struggle, not the least because I chose to work with a text 

that disturbed me. "This text should be read as more than happy tale of a happy school", 1 

muttered. "This can't be considemi an educational nanative", 1 protested. As 1 continuai 

reading and writing 1 was mnvinced that my identity as researcher was shaped by the 

persona1 and ideological positions I assumed before the onset of this interpretive inquiry . 
In the end, it was through my own subjective experience of reading that 1 found 

the heart of this thesis; when 1 recreated my research position through my role as reader. 

This seemed a natural way to be a "better" researcher, since the role of reader has been one 

of my foremost social identities. Ever since 1 begged my way into the adult section of the 

library at an early age, I've been defined as the one who reads. 1 consumed the Joseph 

Wambaugh shelved next to the Virginia Woolf with equal gusto, and I've enjoyed the 

benefits of such an appetite in most aspects of Me. Reading has sheltered and supported 

me, but 1 know this identity can insulate and isolate as weli. In creating a persona of reader 
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for this thesis, 1 had to move beyond being simply a consumer of hard books and "isms" 

into an interpreter with my own voice. 

A discussion of reading can dweli in such a ttieoretical realm; centring on 

subjectivity , intention, and motives for intetpretation. I did begin with a wnsumption of the 

many models of reader extant, fkom Bloom's obedient apprentice to the adventures of 

Barthes, Darida, Iser and Fish In particular 1 have been infiuenced in my thinking for this 

thesis by Ewts "mode1 reader" (1992, p. 64) who straddles the h e  between author 

focused and text focused approaches. However, once 1 had created a middle figure of 

myself as reader, she forced me to step beyond these theoreticai gambas, and pay attention 

to my knitthg. 1 had envisioned that my reader persona would be the conduit of theories 

and experts. Instead, 1 had to retine my earlier way of reading into an interpretive tool. As 

reader, 1 unearthed the twists of the text itself through the processes of reading, thinking, 

writing, and rewriting. Each demanded levels of creative attention that were simultaneously 

separate and integrated 

1 had known on an intuitive level that the ad of reading is more than an absorption 

of what is on the page. 1 believed that reading is also writing, in that reading produces new 

and different meanings for each reader, and even within a single reader at diffaait times. 

in many ways my reader was a plurality too; a mixture of the pleasure seekhg consuma, 

the rhetorical device created to fiinaion as a textual operator, and a researcher instrument 

producing the thesis product. 

As reader, 1 became active in the practice of interpretation. My reada persona gave 

me insight into the relationship between observer and full peiticipant in creation of Bovs 

Themselves, and my commaitary ironically echoes the complex questions of 

representation, interpretation, and reflection found in this text. Looking back on the the 

work of this thesis, I can see that one interpretation of my reader echoes Ruhlman's 

Narrator, with both of us aiming for a distancing h m  our own perceptions and beliefs in 

order to enter into the "lived experiencew (van Mana, 1990, pg. 27) of another. In playing 

out the intentions, motivations, and goals of Ruhlman, 1 must acknowledge that how any 

text is used is almost entirely up to the reader. Certainly, my purposes as reader were at 
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least as important as the authds intentions in the creation of this document. 

My approach to interpretation resulted in a readtz who insisted on a particularity 

about her encountas with Boys Themselves. This self-consciousness-an exhibition of my 

own cultural context-demonstrates to me that al i  inquiry is infomed by a specific set of 

intellectual circumstances and personal desires; but that this context can be enabling rather 

than deblitating, 

When Readinn Becornes Writing 

The imagining and writing of this thesis was rooted in the qualitative research 

process. As 1 discovereû, the writing of a non-hear interpretive inquiry is itself non-linear 

and cornplex. My readers did not have a sense of the w hole h m  the beginning; the essence 

did not crystallize until the final pages. This discovery is a tniism of qualitative research, 

but it was not untii I stopped organizing and retumed to reading that I discovered my own 

voice, a voice that was reflected in a more mmpelling writing style. Once 1 acknowledged 

both the contextual core and the rhetorical outcornes of this self consciousness through my 

reader persona 1 was able to make my reading become writing. Just like Ruhlman, 1 was 

driven by a paradox. 1 leamed how to canvert the expience of observation into 

int erpretation and writing diredly fiom the source of my discornfort-this text itself. 
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